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Executive Summary

Introduction: Background and Scope of Research (Pages 16-23)

This report seeks to contribute to the current—and urgently needed—national conversation about the dismal state of maternal health in the United States and the ways in which the government and its institutions at all levels are failing women, particularly Black women, at every stage of pregnancy and childbirth.

Our focus here is on the choices states make in policies, including the use of federal and private monies, as well as the distribution and quality of services, which are implicated in the critical state of maternal health. The risk of death from pregnancy and child birth varies greatly by state, more than is explained by mere demographics, which suggests that this risk of death is not a ‘natural’ distribution, but that state-by-state policies are implicated.

Maternal Mortality in the U.S.

In the U.S., Black women are three to four times more likely to die from pregnancy-related complications than white women.1 Nationally, the maternal mortality ratio is 43.5 deaths per 100,000 live births for Black women and 12.7 for white women.2

This racial disparity for maternal death is situated within another startling paradox: the U.S. is currently one of only thirteen countries where maternal mortality is worse now than it was fifteen years ago.3 The U.S.’s worsening profile in maternal death places it outside the patterns in all other post-industrial ‘developed’ countries. In the past two decades, the percentage of maternal deaths attributable to chronic conditions such as hypertension and diabetes has risen sharply in the U.S.; however, globally no parallel rise in maternal deaths has been seen alongside increasing rates of obesity and other risk factors.4

This report highlights questions raised by situating an analysis of the U.S.’s maternal outcomes within a globally accepted body of research that posits that maternal health and death are influenced by socioeconomic, cultural, and political environments, which in turn are shaped by policy-level decisions.5,6,7 In particular, we focus on contextualizing risk factors within state-level structures and systems under the control of state policy makers to understand and guide future interventions into

---

2 Ibid.
“what puts people at risk of risks.” Research globally and in the U.S. has made clear that there is nothing inevitable or natural about the U.S.’s maternal mortality crisis, nor its racial aspect: this report begins to connect the dots between maternal mortality in a specific state and key political and structural decisions. Given that preventable death has been produced by policy decisions, this crisis can be ameliorated by, among other things, attention and reform within these policy structures.

**Georgia and Maternal Mortality**

In 2010, Amnesty International flagged Georgia as the state in the U.S. with the worst maternal mortality. At the time of our research and writing in 2017, owing in part to changes in state-level data collection and health surveillance systems, Georgia was ranked 48th in the nation for maternal mortality. In 2016, the pregnancy-related maternal mortality ratio in Georgia was 40.8 per 100,000 live births, with disaggregated ratios of 27.1 for white women and 62.1 for Black women.

Georgia is also the 5th poorest state in the U.S., a situation which disproportionately impacts Black communities. While a variety of poor health outcomes in the U.S. are correlated with socioeconomic status, poverty only accounts for a part of the problem: racial disparities in maternal health outcomes persist even after controlling for poverty, education, and unemployment.

**The Shape of this Report: Frames, Methodology and Scope**

The report examines maternal mortality through a lens of the state’s obligation to uphold a right to health and redress racial inequality within this right, in order to identify useful governmental and other targets for advocacy and intervention. This human rights-influenced idea of state obligation and accountability is situated within an intersectional reproductive justice framework, defined as “the complete physical, mental, spiritual, political, social, and economic well-being of women and girls, based on the full achievement and protection of women’s human rights.”

We asked:

- What are the state-level policies and institutional factors that contribute to the practices and pathways associated with poor health outcomes, including maternal death, and to why Black women experience such disproportional risk during pregnancy, childbirth, and in the postpartum period as compared to white women, particularly in Georgia?
- What are strategies (legislatively, as well as in policies and practices) that state-level policy makers and advocates can use to lower maternal death overall and ameliorate racial disparities in maternal outcomes?

We note that definitions for the parameters for counting a death as a ‘maternal death’ are changing at this time. Although some data sources, including the Georgia Department of Health, only include deaths occurring within 42-days post-pregnancy in their calculations of maternal mortality ratio, the CDC and the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists’ recommendation is that the
timeframe most relevant to understanding maternal death (i.e. able to capture the full range of contributing factors to death associated with maternity) is up to one year after the end of a pregnancy. Expanding the time frame would allow state-level policy makers to collect and analyze data across the range of practices and experiences in pregnancy, delivery, and post-natal care that research suggests are linked to poor health outcomes. Georgia’s analysis, and its ability to set policies that would more effectively function to prevent death or morbidity for women, would be improved if the state adopted this definition.

The structure of the report was developed through desk research and collaborative conversations with the Black Mamas Matter Alliance and the Center for Reproductive Rights. The Black Mamas Matter Alliance has developed a national framework for state accountability around issues of maternal health. Applying this framework to Georgia, four interconnected system failures, listed below, were identified as contributing to maternal health disparities.

1. Access to and quality of care,
2. Insurance access and pricing,
3. Funding for maternal health in Georgia, and
4. Accountability around data analysis and use, specifically with regards to the state’s maternal mortality review committee.

The report also explores the landscape and potential engagement of Christian churches in Georgia, primarily those within Black communities. We consider the possibility of building transparent and equal partnerships with religious leadership to strengthen social- and environmental-level pathways associated with improvements in maternal mortality, functioning as a form of informal structural intervention.


For each of the system failures and possible social/structural connections outlined above, the report presents overview, analysis, and recommendations for action. In brief:

1. Barriers to accessing necessary and quality care for pregnant women, especially Black women, in Georgia arise as a series of delays related to insufficient distribution of information, distribution of care services, institutional attitudes, and practices at local, municipal, and state level. (Pages 24-37)

2. Insurance access matters for maternal health disparities, and Georgia has made policy decisions that limit the adequacy and consistency of coverage. (Pages 38-48)

3. Georgia’s current policies on funding (from both public and private sectors) are implicated in its profile on maternal health. (Pages 49-55)

4. Georgia’s maternal mortality review committee, while meeting national minimums for competency, nonetheless does not accomplish basic tasks critical to meaningful investigation and intervention into maternal deaths. (Pages 56-66)

Finally, we suggest:
5. Religious communities in Georgia could play a key role in addressing maternal racial disparities. (Pages 67-71)

What follows is an elaboration of these key points and policy takeaways from our analysis to support the specific recommendations in the final section of this report. While the Executive Summary includes relevant research to support our conclusions and recommendations, we encourage readers to use the complete report as a reference and to support more specific advocacy and policy reform.

Key Findings

1. Barriers to accessing necessary and quality care for pregnant women, especially Black women, in Georgia arise as a series of delays related to insufficient distribution of information, distribution of care services, institutional attitudes, and practices at local, municipal and state levels. (Pages 24-37)

This section applies an internationally-recognized maternal health framework to Georgia. Known as the Three Delays model, it calls attention to barriers to maternal and obstetric healthcare and allows us to highlight potential strategies to address access to, utilization of, and quality of care. The Three Delays model posits that there are three distinct phases that may impact maternal outcomes and result in health deficits: when deciding to seek care, when attempting to reach an adequate health care facility, and when receiving care.\(^\text{18}\)

First Delay: Deciding to Seek Care

Early and appropriate prenatal care can improve birth outcomes for mother and child, in part through the detection and management of pregnancy complications, including risks from chronic conditions, which increasingly contribute to maternal mortality and morbidity. However, 15.8% of

women in Georgia receive delayed prenatal care or none at all, with the percentage rising to 21.9% for women of color (2010 data).  

- **Unequal distribution of reproductive health information** across communities in Georgia means women may not realize they need – or could access – prenatal care and therefore do not seek care. Consequently, women may not recognize or respond to important warning signs during their pregnancies.

- **Women, particularly low-income and Black women**, in Georgia may be aware of pregnancy services but intentionally decide not to seek them given histories of negative interactions and discrimination within formal healthcare systems.

**Second Delay: Getting to Care – Identifying and Obtaining Appropriate Services or Healthcare**

Taking race and gender into account alongside social and economic status, as posited by the reproductive justice framework, makes visible the structural and other barriers to reaching and using care options, even after a pregnant woman in Georgia has decided to seek care.

- **Financing can be a barrier to timely care, even if state policies make it formally available.** For example, Medicaid finances between 50% and 60% all births in Georgia. However, some providers may not accept or may cap the number of Medicaid patients they see due to low reimbursement rates and cumbersome reimbursement processes as compared to private insurance. Moreover, although Georgia presumes Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women in order to speed them through the enrollment process, it can still take weeks to start receiving coverage.

- **Georgia provides funding for Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPCs) using taxpayer funds.** Predominantly grounded in right-wing Christian and anti-abortion ideologies, CPCs often do not have medical professionals on staff and generally do not provide accredited medical care or dispense the information necessary for accessing comprehensive pregnancy care. For women seeking quality prenatal care and counseling, time at the CPCs can serve as a delay to meaningful care.

- **Georgia’s rural care deficit** means that pregnant women in rural areas have particularly constrained options, with over 80% being forced to travel outside of their county to deliver.

---


25 Zertuche, Adrienne, and Bridget Spelke. Georgia’s Obstetric Care Shortage. Atlanta: Georgia Maternal & Infant Health Research Group (GMIHRG), 18 Nov. 2013. PPT.
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which is concerning given the correlation between longer travel time and worse birth outcomes.\textsuperscript{31,32} Moreover, the share of the population on Medicaid tends to be highest in rural areas, amplifying the problems with Medicaid discussed above.\textsuperscript{33}

**Third Delay: Barriers in Receiving Adequate and Appropriate Care**

Black patients often report feeling undervalued, disrespected, and discriminated against in the healthcare setting.\textsuperscript{34,35} These negative experiences are compounded by other racist experiences in their lives. Research has demonstrated that racialized interactions – both interpersonal and at the hands of faceless bureaucracies – are often internalized and further exacerbated by legacies of historical injustices. In this context, it is important to flag the many racialized injustices enacted in the name of medical practice, including reproductive health.\textsuperscript{36,37}

- **Chronic and persistent activation of physiological stress processes can have mental and physical health consequences**, such as a “weathering” effect, meaning increased vulnerability to health risks and accelerated deterioration of body systems.\textsuperscript{38} Self-reported experiences of racism over the lifecourse and prenatal maternal stress have been linked to adverse birth outcomes such as declines in birth weight, increases in low birth weight, and higher rates of preterm delivery.\textsuperscript{39}

- **Structural racism compounding historical violations of trust have consequences for quality of care and service delivery.** Research suggests Black people receive lower quality and intensity of care (including obstetrical) than white patients, even when insurance is the same.\textsuperscript{40} Moreover, hospitals disproportionately serving Black women have lower delivery-related performance and higher risk of maternal and birth complications than hospitals with more white patients.\textsuperscript{41,42} Compromised quality of care within healthcare settings may also be linked to failures by providers


\textsuperscript{41} Waldman, Annie. "How Hospitals are Failing Black Mothers." ProPublica. 27 Dec 2017. Web.

\textsuperscript{42} Creanga, Andrea, Brian Bateman, Jill Myhre, Elena Kuklina, Alexander Shilkrut, and William Callaghan. "Performance of racial and ethnic minority-serving hospitals on delivery-related indicators." American journal of obstetrics and gynecology 211.6(2014): 647.e1-647.e16.
to listen and respond appropriately to concerns raised by women, particularly Black women, regarding their bodies, pain levels, and health status.\textsuperscript{43,44}

- Class-based discriminations also arises alongside other forms of discrimination, meaning that some women report being treated with disdain by health workers who know, or assume, that they are uninsured or on Medicaid.\textsuperscript{45} In Georgia, women on Medicaid have reported “feeling less worthy” to use parts of the health care system.\textsuperscript{46}

- Alternative, and often more culturally acceptable, options for maternity care are not widely available given that Georgia’s legal requirements for alternative care are stricter than other states. Certified nurse-midwives can only practice under a collaborative agreement and do not have full autonomy, home births must be done in cooperation with a physician, and extensive regulations and requirements tightly circumscribe birthing centers.\textsuperscript{47,48,49}

2. Insurance access matters for maternal health disparities, and Georgia has made policy decisions that limit the adequacy and consistency of coverage. (Pages 38-48)

Healthcare coverage in the form of insurance plays a significant role in determining care within the United States due to the unusually high cost of medical care.\textsuperscript{50} Healthcare coverage is particular important for pregnant women as they need appropriate and skilled care at all stages of maternity: prenatal, during childbirth, and after birth.\textsuperscript{51}

- In Georgia, uninsured rates are higher for Black people (16%) and Hispanic people (30%) than non-Hispanic whites (12%).\textsuperscript{52} Overall, Georgia is ranked 50\textsuperscript{th} for health insurance coverage, with the second highest uninsured rate (14%),\textsuperscript{53} leaving many without access to healthcare and vulnerable to impoverishment through unexpected medical costs.

- Medicaid is the primary insurance option for approximately one-third of all poor non-elderly women in Georgia.\textsuperscript{54} Given that Georgia is ranked the 5\textsuperscript{th} poorest state in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{55} Medicaid represents a significant source of coverage for poor women of reproductive age.

- Georgia’s decision not to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act has left 240,000 residents who live between 44% and 100% of the federal poverty level in what is known as the

\textsuperscript{44} Stop. Look. Listen! Highlights from To Have and To Hold: Maternal Safety and the Delivery of Safe Patient Care. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital, and the Tara Hansen Foundation, 2013.
\textsuperscript{46} Meyer, “Working Towards Safe Motherhood: Delays and Barriers to Prenatal Care for Women in Rural and Peri-Urban Areas of Georgia,” 1358-365.
\textsuperscript{47} “Subject 290-5-41 Birth Centers.” Rules and Regulations of the State of Georgia. Georgia State Department of Human Services. Web.
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{56} “Under 100% of the federal poverty line (FPL).” (See, “Health Insurance Coverage of the Nonelderly (0-64) with Incomes below 100% Federal Poverty Level (FPL).” State Health Facts. The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2017. Web. 24 Apr. 2017.)
“coverage gap,” meaning they earn too much to qualify for Medicaid and too little to qualify for subsidies to purchase individual insurance plans on the health insurance exchanges created by the ACA.  

- The coverage gap created by Georgia’s decision not to expand Medicaid includes non-pregnant women of reproductive age who may become pregnant, but do not have coverage that would enable them to receive preconception care, or timely diagnosis and proper management of chronic conditions (such as diabetes and hypertension) that can later influence maternal outcomes.  
- For pregnant women who are eligible (at or below 220% of the Federal Poverty Line), Medicaid covers prenatal care, care during childbirth, and care for up to 60 days after delivery. However, Georgia’s Medicaid program generally only covers parents at or below 133% of the federal poverty level, meaning that many mothers stand to lose Medicaid coverage 60 days post-delivery, and those in the coverage gap who are not eligible for premium tax credits may then be completely uninsured. This loss of coverage and resulting disruption of care at 60 days post-delivery is concerning in the context of maternal mortality in Georgia in particular. As noted earlier, Georgia’s Department of Health only counts deaths occurring 42 days post-pregnancy, but CDC/ACOG guidance recommends monitoring for death for up to a year.

3. Georgia’s current policies on funding (from both public and private sectors) are implicated in its profile on maternal health. (Pages 49-55)

Georgia has relied heavily on the federal government to fund its public health programs, particularly for low-income citizens. Federal funds in total make up $13.7 billion (31%) of the $43.7 billion 2017 Georgia State Budget; federal funding specifically for health services accounts for 20% of the state’s total spending.

- The United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has historically been the major federal funder of women’s health services in Georgia, but state disbursal of these funds has been variable.
  - The Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH) administers Title V grants, which are an important, but limited, stream of HHS funding for maternal health services. Only 2 of the 10 state programs that receive Title V funding are related to maternal health. Pregnant women were only 5.8% of individuals served by Title V funds in Georgia in 2014.

60 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
- **Title X**, a federal grant program focused on family planning and related preventative services, is the other major HHS funding stream for maternal health. Notably, in 2014, HHS granted a three-year Title X grant to a coalition led by a Georgian community health center consortium and not the traditional recipient, GDPH.

- **Medicaid made up nearly half** ($6.6 billion or 49%) of all federal funding to Georgia in 2015. Cuts in state funds for a particular service area, like reproductive health care, can lead to a corresponding cut in federal funding.

- **Crisis pregnancy centers (CPCs) are financially supported through a state fund** and administered by the GDPH. CPCs purport to provide alternatives to abortion, but often provide misinformation around abortion risks and contraceptives and rarely have staff with medical training or licensure.

---

State Comparison: While it is challenging to isolate a relationship between funding and maternal outcomes, Texas reported a near doubling in its maternal mortality rate following the 2011 decision by the state legislature to remove two-thirds of the budget for its state family planning program and drastically reduce its number of women’s health clinics.

4. Georgia’s maternal mortality review committee, while meeting national minimums for competency, nonetheless does not accomplish basic tasks critical to meaningful investigation and intervention into maternal deaths. *(Pages 56-66)*

State-level maternal mortality review committees (MMRCs) occupy a critical role in understanding and building accountability measures to facilitate change in racial disparities and maternal mortality. When well designed and functional (as rights obligations demand, and best practices nationally and within the U.S. demonstrate), MMRCs can carry out on-the-ground inquiries on incidences of maternal death, develop case-level context-specific narratives in addition to raw data, and help create policies that respond to state-specific needs. National CDC standards identify 5 minimum tasks for a MMRC, all procedural. In 2013, the Georgia State Legislature passed SB 273, creating a MMRC housed in the GDPH that meets the minimum CDC procedural requirements: it is supposed to review cases of maternal death annually and create recommendations for the legislature and health

---


75 Ibid.


While Georgia’s MMRC meets these minimums, it has failed to meaningfully build capacity or demonstrate interventions that can affect maternal death.

- **The Georgia MMRC has released only one report to date:** in 2015, it released a case review of the 25 pregnancy-related deaths and 60 pregnancy-associated deaths that occurred three years earlier, in 2012. No explanation was provided regarding the significant time delay in reporting, nor is information available on if and when the next case review will be released.

- **Critical data and factors relevant to understanding maternal death are missing** from the cases in the report, indicating that while the committee can identify some cases, it lacks forensic and research capacity, funding, and/or effective processes to collect meaningful information.

- **Ownership over the MMRC is not clear.** The GDPH has contracted out many of its key responsibilities and remains unresponsive to legislative and community outreach.

- **Because of a lack of transparency,** it is not possible to evaluate the membership of Georgia’s MMRC, as there is no published list of members or publicly available process through which members are recruited. The MMRC also does not maintain regular public communications.

- **The lack of transparency stems in part from excessive legal protections in the enacting statute.** SB 273 makes all proceedings and activities confidential, signaling a failure to balance appropriate protections for investigations with practices upon which practical and publicly accessible policy reform can be based.

- **The committee uses a narrow medical lens** and does not consider the impact of social determinants of health on mortality nor the drivers of the racial disparities in maternal death.

- **There is no established plan for recommendations** from the case review to be implemented or evaluated. The report lacks mechanisms for accountability.

5. Religious communities in Georgia could play a key role in addressing maternal racial disparities. *(Pages 67-71)*

The role of religious communities, and specifically Christian groups, as factors that influence sociopolitical landscapes is complex and often contradictory, particularly in the domain of gender and sexual and reproductive health. Religious claims have been used to both restrict and uphold women’s rights and freedoms around sexuality and reproduction. This report explores the potential for transparent and equal partnerships with accountable religious leadership as a potential opportunity to strengthen social- and environmental-pathways associated with improvements in maternal health outcomes.

- **In Georgia, 79% of adults identify as Christian,** with Protestant denominations holding a majority within the Christian population.

---

81 Lindsay, “Georgia Maternal Mortality: 2012 Case Review.”
84Ibid., 2.
• The Black Church maintains a high level of influence within the Black community and has been recognized for its potential to be responsive to the needs of its community members, promote and deliver relevant resources, and promote social justice in talk and practice.\(^85,86,87\)

  o Recognizing the health disparities that impact their communities, many pastors from Black Churches have supported programs to improve health outcomes for Black people.\(^88\) The success of these programs can be tied to the churches’ existing role in providing social services,\(^89\) communal trust of the institution,\(^90\) and the social support found within the congregation.\(^91\)

• In Georgia, a number of churches have adopted health ministries in many differing forms, as part of their larger ministerial outreach. One example of a health ministry in Georgia that has taken hold on both a denominational and local level is HIV/AIDS ministries.

  o Additional research is needed to understand how and such programs could be harnessed to include maternal health and provide outreach to pregnant women.

  o Religious leaders may choose to mediate linkages between individuals and health systems and advocate for more effective and accessible frameworks of comprehensive care, though there is potential for resistance within some churches to engage with issues surrounding reproductive justice, abortion services, and/or sexuality.

---

85 For the purposes of this paper the “Black Church” refers to churches with predominantly Black congregations. This does not refer to a specific Christian denomination but can encompass Historical Black Protestant groups as well as more contemporary Pentecostal and Evangelical groups with a majority Black population.


Introduction: Background and Scope of Research

Maternal Health and Maternal Death: Regression and Racial Disparity in the U.S.

Black women are three to four times more likely to die from pregnancy-related complications than white women in the United States. Maternal deaths are traditionally measured by reference to a maternal mortality ratio, which compares the number of maternal deaths to the number of successful live births. Today, in the United States, the maternal mortality ratio, deaths per 100,000 live births, is 43.5 for Black women and 12.7 for white women. In 1940, when the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) began to collect and compile maternal mortality data, Black women were twice as likely to die from pregnancy-related complications as white women. By 1990, Black women were approximately three times as likely to die from pregnancy-related complications. The racial divide between the maternal mortality ratios of Black and white women in the United States has steadily widened since the CDC started collecting data and shows few signs of decreasing.

This growing racial disparity is situated in the midst of another startling paradox: worsening maternal mortality overall. Notably, the United States is currently one of only thirteen countries in the world where maternal mortality is worse now than it was fifteen years ago, placing it outside the patterns in all other post-industrial ‘developed’ countries. The national maternal mortality ratio has increased from 12 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births in 1990 to 28 in 2013. Racial disparities are magnified by the overall high rates of maternal mortality in the United States. While research shows a substantial decrease in maternal mortality due to conditions such as hemorrhage, hypertensive disorder and amniotic fluid embolism since 1987, recent reports suggest dramatic increases in maternal deaths from cardiovascular conditions, cardiomyopathy, and other medical conditions, which have more than tripled in the last twenty years (Figure 1).

This report acknowledges the increasing contribution of chronic medical conditions (e.g. hypertension, obesity, diabetes) to maternal mortality and morbidity in the U.S. While the increased prevalence of these conditions is often used to shift the responsibility of poor maternal outcomes to women for so-called personal “lifestyle” decisions, it is important to note that globally no parallel rise in maternal deaths has been seen alongside increasing rates of obesity and other risk factors; on the contrary, the global maternal mortality ratio has been on a decline for the past several decades.

---
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Lifestyle decisions, risk factors, and outcomes are influenced by context-dependent socioeconomic, cultural, and political environments, which in turn are shaped by policy-level decisions. As such, this report focuses on contextualizing risk factors, such as obesity and diabetes, within state-level structures and systems under the control of state policy makers to understand and guide future interventions into “what puts people at risk of risks.”

While instances of maternal mortality markedly dropped in the U.S. during the first part of the 20th century, in large part due to general advances in obstetrics and medical care, national improvements plateaued in the 1980s, and have since reversed. The continued rise in preventable and adverse pre-existing conditions that result in maternal death makes clear that many women are not getting the care they need before, during or after their pregnancy. Moreover, the retrogression of the data suggest that women are dying due to policies and practices that have changed in the 21st century. There is nothing inevitable or natural about the U.S.’s maternal mortality crisis, nor its racial aspect: this report begins to connect the dots between maternal mortality in a specific state and key political and structural decisions. Given that preventable death has been produced by policy decisions, this crisis can be ameliorated by, among other things, attention and reform within these policy structures.

In Georgia, the situation for maternal mortality, and the racial disparity within that crisis, is grim. In 2010, Amnesty International flagged Georgia as the state in the United States with the worst maternal mortality. At the time of our research and writing in 2017, owing in part to changes in state-level data collection and health surveillance systems, Georgia was ranked 48th in the nation for maternal mortality. According to the Georgia Department of Health, in 2016, the pregnancy-related maternal mortality ratio was 40.8 per 100,000 live births overall, with disaggregated ratios of 27.1 for white women and 62.1 for Black women.

In thinking about the statistical significance of that racial disparity, a 2016 study analyzed pregnancy-related deaths in the state between 2010-2012 according to race and geographical location (rural, non-rural, and

---

101 Ibid.
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Metropolitan Atlanta).  

In the overall population and in each geographic area, Black women were found to have a higher pregnancy-related mortality ratio (PRMR) than white women (Table 1).  

The difference in PRMR between Black and white women was statistically significant for all categories, except rural areas, although the small sample size for women in the rural stratum limits the strength of that finding. Moreover, data from the Georgia Department of Health, via their online information system, does suggest a sharp difference in maternal mortality ratio between rural Black and rural white women.  

For instance, for the year 2015, the system reports that the state’s PRMR in rural areas was 78.3 per 100,000 live births for white women and 126.7 for Black women.  

Though no analysis was conducted to test the statistical significance of the difference, these data indicate that an appreciable discrepancy in MMR may exist between Black and white women across the state. While the racialized mortality disparity may persist regardless of geographic location, this report will also seek to highlight when and how the underlying drivers of mortality may differ along lines of geography and race.  

Georgia is ranked 50th in terms of the percentage of the population that has health insurance coverage and 41st for overall health outcomes. Notably, Georgia ranks extremely low on excessive drinking, smoking and drug abuse amongst women, 11th and 12th in the United States.  

Many observers note Georgia’s poor health rankings more likely are a close reflection of the poverty in the state. Nationally, Georgia is the 5th poorest state, with 18% of the population living below the federal poverty level. A variety of poor health outcomes in the U.S. are correlated with socioeconomic position, which has “continuous and graded effects on health that are cumulative over a lifetime.”  

For example, in Amnesty International’s review of the literature, states with high rates of poverty were found to have 77% higher maternal mortality ratios than states with fewer residents below the federal poverty level. Poverty in Georgia, as with poverty in the nation as a whole, is also disproportionately concentrated in Black communities and communities of color; there are more Black people (31%) and Hispanic people (27%) living below the poverty line than whites (9%).  

One of the outstanding red flags, however, is that racial disparities in maternal health outcomes, particularly between Black and white women, persist even after controlling for poverty, education, and unemployment. Poverty is only part of the equation, as further demonstrated by studies showing that internationally-born Hispanic women with low socioeconomic status have birth outcomes comparable to white infants.  

---  
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As such, while these social factors play an important role, they do not account entirely for the inequities in health status and outcomes between Black and white women. As others have noted, past and present social and economic deprivation, lifelong exposure to racism, institutional discrimination, and contemporary policy decisions must also be taken into consideration when analyzing health risks.\textsuperscript{120,121} Thus, this report seeks to identify some of the current policy and institutional factors that should be considered as state-level policy makers and advocates seek to respond to Georgia’s crisis in maternal health.

**Defining Maternal Mortality for this Report**

The definition and understand of what constitutes a maternal death has changed over time; this matter for how information is collected and analyzed. In 1870, maternal deaths were generally understood to include only deaths occurring within one month of the end of a pregnancy, by the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century, that time frame was increased to six weeks, or 42 days.\textsuperscript{122}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>White women</th>
<th>Black women</th>
<th>X$^2$ P* (White vs. Black women)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(21.9–32.1)</td>
<td>(9.9–20.7)</td>
<td>(38.9–63.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.9–43.4)</td>
<td>(8.5–36.0)</td>
<td>(8.7–57.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-rural</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.4–34.3)</td>
<td>(3.7–17.5)</td>
<td>(15.7–48.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Atlanta</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(21.3–36.1)</td>
<td>(4.2–17.9)</td>
<td>(27.8–58.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\textsuperscript{a} P value <.05 was considered significant using Fisher exact test.

**Table 1. Pregnancy-related mortality ratio (95\% Confidence Interval) for Georgia per 100,000 for years 2010–2012\textsuperscript{123}**

Today, although many U.S. and global data are still based on a 42-day standard, key players and experts in reproductive health reject this approach as leading to the undercounting of relevant deaths.

A new standard, initiated in 1987 by the CDC in partnership with the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), expanded the scope of maternal death research to one year after the end of a pregnancy (whether as a result of delivery or


\textsuperscript{122} Platner, “Pregnancy-Associated Deaths in Rural, Nonrural, and Metropolitan Areas of Georgia,” 1-8.
In their 2016 report, the Texas Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Task Force and the Department of State Health Services found that the majority (~60%) of maternal deaths between 2010-2011 occurred post-delivery. This policy paper takes the position that the correct classification of maternal death should follow the CDC and ACOG standard, as expanding the time frame would allow state-level policy makers to collect and analyze data across the range of practices and experiences in pregnancy, delivery, and post-natal care that research suggests are linked to poor health outcomes.

Maternal deaths also are classified based on whether they are pregnancy-related (caused directly by a condition or complication arising from the pregnancy) or pregnancy-associated (occurring within a year of pregnancy, but not caused by the pregnancy itself).

It is important to note that the state of Georgia has not adopted the CDC and ACOG standard in its calculation of the state’s maternal mortality ratio. The Georgia Department of Health continues to include only pregnancy-related deaths that occurred during or within 42 days of pregnancy; however, the state’s Maternal Mortality Review Committee did analyze deaths that occurred within one year of the end of pregnancy in their 2015 case review.

In addition to maternal mortalities, cases of severe maternal morbidity also raise great concern within a health disparities analysis. For each case of maternal mortality, there are 100 cases of severe maternal morbidity, often called “near misses” by researchers and providers. If we understand near misses to track the same racially disparate pathways as mortalities, this also should trigger significant concerns for policy makers. Although this paper focuses on mortality, we encourage readers to keep the connections between unnecessary and preventable morbidity and mortality in sight.

Driving Questions

This report by GHJP is framed by a recognition that racial disparities in maternal health are key components of the unacceptably high rates of maternal mortality and morbidity in the United States. GHJP based the research and policy analysis in this paper on an understanding that law and policy play key roles in creating and remedying many of the conditions that produce inequitable health disparities.

Formulating this concern as a question, we asked:

• What are the state-level policies and institutional factors that contribute to the practices and pathways associated with poor health outcomes, including maternal death, and to why Black women experience such disproportional risk during pregnancy, childbirth, and in the postpartum period as compared to white women, particularly in Georgia?

• What are strategies (legislatively, as well as in policies and practices) that state-level policy makers and advocates can use to lower maternal death overall and
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ameliorate racial disparities in maternal outcomes?

The Shape of this Report: Frames, Methodology and Scope

When positioned against the simple fact that the United States has the medical knowledge and resources for a woman to give birth successfully, the regressively high rates of death and within them, these racial disparities, represent failures of a state to meet its human rights obligations regarding a right to health. The risk of death from pregnancy and child birth varies greatly by state, more than is explained by mere demographics, which suggests that this risk of death is not a ‘natural’ distribution, but that state-by-state policies are implicated. While a formal international human rights vocabulary may not be useful for generating policy change in Georgia (as state legislatures are not necessarily concerned with whether or not state practices adhere to human rights principles), this paper argues that looking at maternal mortality through a lens of the state’s obligation to uphold a right to health and redress racial inequality within this right can help identify governmental and other targets for advocacy and intervention.

The lens of state obligation and human rights is situated within an intersectional reproductive justice framework. Reproductive justice, a term with a history within Black women’s organizing and continued development across many communities of women of color, is defined as “the complete physical, mental, spiritual, political, social, and economic well-being of women and girls, based on the full achievement and protection of women’s human rights.” The reproductive justice framework represents a paradigm shift from reproductive health and reproductive rights to a more inclusive agenda that intervenes against inequitable power systems, centers marginalized people, and addresses how intersecting identities influence experiences of reproductive oppression. With its multi-issue analysis, reproductive justice demands conditions that enable women to realize their right to “1) decide if and when she will have a baby and the conditions under which she will give birth, 2) decide if she will not have a baby and her options for preventing or ending a pregnancy, and 3) parent the children she already has with the necessary social supports in safe environments and healthy communities, and without fear of violence from individuals or the government.”

Using this reproductive justice framework that is based on a human rights-influenced idea of state obligation and accountability, we focused on the interconnected ways in which state-level systems fail women, and particularly Black women, thereby contributing both to racial disparities in maternal mortality and to high overall rates of maternal mortality.

The structure of the report came out of findings suggested by desk research and collaborative conversations with the Black Mamas Matter Alliance and the Center for Reproductive Rights. The Black Mamas Matter Alliance has developed a national framework for state accountability around issues of maternal health.

Applying this framework to Georgia, we identified four interconnected state-level system failures, listed below, as contributing to maternal health disparities in Georgia.

1. Access to and quality of care,
2. Insurance access and pricing,

---
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3. Funding for maternal health in Georgia, and
4. Accountability around data analysis and use, specifically with regards to the state’s maternal mortality review committees.

The role of religious communities, and particularly Christian group, in the U.S. as factors that influence sociopolitical landscapes is complex and often contradictory, particularly in the domain of gender and sexual and reproductive health. Religious claims have been used to both restrict and uphold women’s rights and freedoms around sexuality and reproduction. In this report, we specifically consider the landscape and potential engagement of Christian churches in Georgia, primarily those within Black communities. This section considers the potential for transparent and equal partnerships with accountable religious leadership as a potential opportunity to strengthen social- and environmental-pathways associated with improvements in maternal health outcomes, functioning as a form of informal structural intervention.

This report offers an overview, analysis, and recommendations for action that are specific to these system failures and possible social/structural connections. Together, these sections identify substantive and procedural shortcomings in Georgia-specific policy (often linked to federal policy) that contribute to racial disparities in maternal health outcomes in Georgia, and flag opportunities for change.

The analysis in each of these sections are inter-connected, as both individualized and system failings lead to poor health outcomes, including race-specific inequities in maternal health outcomes. For example, gaps in insurance and funding can lead to inadequate care from providers or inability to access care for pregnant women or new mothers. Collecting and appropriately analyzing adequate data and developing substantive recommendations depends on state awareness of (and relationships with) communities affected by maternal mortality; religious ones are among the key existing social structures that can respond to gaps in care on both individual and structural levels.

Between February and May of 2017, the GHJP clinic team conducted interviews with 20 key informants in Georgia – most interviews were carried out in-person during two trips to Georgia to meet with key stakeholders. These interviews supported GHJP’s drawing attention to the issues in the five sections as well as providing important insights for the analysis in each area. A complete list of key informants, including their institutional affiliation, is attached as Appendix A.

Limitations of this Mapping

This report focuses on maternal mortality in part because it represents a serious rights issue related to maternal health. However, this report’s focus on mortality also reflects the paucity of research into maternal morbidity, despite the fact that more than a third of all women who give birth in the United States experience some pregnancy complication. Maternal mortality can be understood as the tip of the iceberg—death is the most extreme outcome of health inequities affecting thousands of similarly situated women, not all of whom die but all of whom experience health disparities.

Moreover, this report acknowledges that gender operates on a spectrum more complex and fluid than a male/man and female/woman binary. The experiences and concerns of transgender, gender nonconforming, and other gender variant communities with regards to pregnancy and health outcomes are not made explicit in this analysis of racial disparities and maternal mortality. The information and recommendations offered here therefore are largely directed towards people who identify as
women and were assigned the female sex at birth, in part due to the limited scope of this analysis and the data available at present on the situation in Georgia.

Although the strategies explored in this report could potentially lower maternal mortality rates for all women, those that might help eliminate the racial discrepancies in maternal mortality are prioritized. Some strategies, if not reviewed with this critical lens, might be more politically feasible, but likely to ignore or increase racial disparities. This prioritizing approach is consistent with contemporary global health justice practice which notes that many interventions work to improve median health by benefiting only certain parts of the population, leaving the most marginalized untouched. At the same time, the scope of this project is limited by practical necessity. We recognize that life-long and historical experiences with racism and other systems of oppression shapes health outcomes in myriad ways, only some of which are captured in this mapping. Whether and to what extent a woman is healthy going into and stays healthy throughout a pregnancy is deeply linked to social and structural stressors, which are in turn created through daily experiences of racism as well as misogyny and classism, a point which many of our informants raised. However, we have focused the scope of our recommendations on a limited pool of systems and policy changes that affect maternal health outcomes associated with prenatal, delivery, and immediate postpartum care, while recognizing that many other stressors and barriers remain to be identified and addressed.

We hope the focus of this report allows our work to be put in productive coalition with other efforts seeking to reduce or eliminate other social policies and structures affecting maternal health, such as employment polices around parenthood, sex education and access to comprehensive sexual and reproductive health services.

---

Application of *Three Delays* Model to Georgia

Although the United States is one of the world’s wealthiest countries in terms of GDP and, in several regards, has a technically advanced medical system, many women, particularly women in poverty and women of color, do not have adequate or equitable access to care.

By applying to the United States context some of the global analytical frameworks developed to understand barriers to maternal health, this section aims to highlight potential strategic priorities for advocates for health and racial justice as they work to address access to, utilization of, and quality of health care. This section first describes the globally utilized *Three Delays* model, then it applies it to the Georgia context. Finally, the section discusses potential high-impact advocacy strategies to target the weaknesses in service provision identified using the *Three Delays* model.

The *Three Delays* Model

The internationally-recognized *Three Delays* model was originally developed by researchers to better understand the types of barriers that prevent women from accessing quality obstetric care in the developing world. The model’s core insight is that there are three distinct phases that may impact maternal outcomes: when first deciding to seek care, when attempting to reach an adequate healthcare facility, and when receiving care. Each of these delays can result in health deficits.

---
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As of 2010, 15.8% of women in Georgia receive delayed prenatal care or none at all, with the percentage rising to 21.9% for women of color. This pattern is observed nationally, with Black women, as compared to white women, having fewer overall prenatal care visits and being more likely not to initiate care in the first trimester of pregnancy. The Georgia Department of Public Health notes that over 50% of maternal mortality records in the state have significant “missing, unknown, or invalid entries” around prenatal care in particular, making it difficult to characterize if and how often women who died due to pregnancy-related reasons accessed prenatal care.

For many women in Georgia, the first step in their process toward seeking care is a positive result from a home pregnancy test. Their next step depends on what they know – and feel empowered to seek – from friends, relatives, popular culture, existing medical advisors, and the internet. Research with Georgia health care providers has found that publicly distributed information on reproductive health is lacking in many communities, and many women do not realize they need – or could have access to – prenatal care. The lack of public information is especially notable if there is not also a robust network of women with childbirth and parenting experience in the community who can pass on advice to younger women.


Figure 2: The Three Delays Model
Source: “Too Far to Walk,” Sereen Thaddeus and Deborah Maine

First Delay: Deciding to Seek Care

Accessing appropriate and good quality prenatal care early on in a pregnancy can help improve birth outcomes for both mother and child. Doctors generally recommend that women schedule their first prenatal appointment for approximately six to eight weeks after conception. However, some women may not realize they are pregnant until they are past the first trimester of pregnancy.
women, but, in part because of unequal distribution of information, many women may not realize they are eligible to participate. Some county public health offices offer various services designed to reduce this information barrier, such as assistance in applying for Medicaid, referrals to medical care providers who will take their insurance, information about The Women Infants and Children (WIC) Program, and tobacco counseling. However, women without access to an information “hub” in their county have to piece this information together on their own and may miss out on programs that could have helped them during their pregnancy.

It is important to note that women who are aware of pregnancy services may intentionally decide not to seek care given histories of negative interactions with the healthcare system. Experiences of stigma and discrimination, including racism, in clinical settings from healthcare professionals can be a deterrent in seeking care for low-income and non-white racial and ethnic groups. This has been found to be a particularly important factor inhibiting low-income and pregnant Black women in Georgia from initiating prenatal care.

One of the consequences of this failure to initiate early care and unequal distribution of information is that women may not recognize, and therefore may not respond to, important warning signs during their pregnancies. Of the 25 cases of pregnancy-related maternal mortality in 2012 that were analyzed by the Georgia Department of Public Health, the leading causes of death were hemorrhage, hypertension, and cardiac disorders. The report analyzing these cases noted that major contributing factors in these deaths were delays in seeking medical attention by women who were not aware of their risk factors and need for certain treatments.

In addition, some women, particularly adolescent women, may delay seeking prenatal care and other services because they feel ashamed of their pregnancies and are stigmatized by their communities, especially if the communities are small, rural, or politically or religiously conservative. Women who may consider an abortion but then end up carrying their pregnancy to term may also delay seeking care.

Second Delay: Getting to Care – Identifying and Obtaining Appropriate Services or Healthcare

Once a woman has decided to seek care during her pregnancy, on paper there may be a variety of care providers, but in practice, affordable, accessible, and appropriate options may be limited. Barriers can arise at multiple levels, from the individual to the systemic.

Adequate care for pregnant woman, particularly important in the first trimester, may be provided by family physician, a doctor who practices both obstetrics and gynecology (OBGYN), a gynecologist who does not practice obstetrics, a hospital-based obstetrician who does not practice gynecology, a nurse practitioner, a physician’s assistant, a maternal-fetal specialist, a certified nurse midwife (CNM), a direct-entry midwife, or a doula.

Over 98% of women who give birth in the U.S. do so in a hospital, but in some states (and with some limitations relative to predicted or diagnosed risks), women may be able to
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choose to give birth at a birthing center or at home. As we discuss later, the Georgia legislature has put in place many limitations which add complexity to available birth options—favoring hospitals and doctors over birthing centers, home births and other trained delivery professionals.

In Georgia 17% of white women and 24% of Black women report not having a personal doctor or healthcare provider. Equally important for the health outcomes associated with continuity of care, as well as the overall lack of accessible options, is that standard hospital-based maternity care is often fragmented, meaning that many women do not experience continuity of care between their pregnancy and childbirth and may receive care from a number of clinicians whom they did not elect. Additionally, the reproductive justice framework posits that once a pregnant woman has decided to seek care, the ideal of ‘having options’ is eclipsed by structural and other barriers to utilizing those options – or, as stated on the SisterSong website, “there is no choice where there is no access.” Thus, it is important to consider prohibitive conditions that limit one’s ability to realize a right, even when choices are available.

Insurance coverage may be one such barrier in accessing healthcare providers. In Georgia, 19% of women overall and 27.6% of women of color are uninsured. Additionally, financing can be a barrier, even when if state policies make insurance formally available. For instance, between 50% and 60% all births in Georgia are financed by Medicaid. However, for women with Medicaid, their provider choices can be constrained, as not all providers accept Medicaid-funded patients. Even identifying which providers accept Medicaid can be a frustrating, logistical challenge despite the state’s effort to maintain a centralized database. Once a physician is located, it may also be the case that they only see a limited number of Medicaid patients because of the low reimbursement rates (50%-60% the rate of private insurance) and cumbersome reimbursement processes as compared to private insurance. Although reimbursement rates should be updated annually by the Georgia Legislature to keep pace with inflation, between 2001 and 2015, the Georgia legislature failed to make any changes, causing, effectively, a 27% decrease in the reimbursement rate. With pressure from advocates, starting in 2015, the Georgia legislature and Department of Community Health have begun to increase Medicaid reimbursement rates by adjusting several medical services codes, including many pertaining to obstetrical-gynecological care, to match Medicare fee schedules, which are still lower than private insurance. Lastly, although Georgia presumes Medicaid eligibility for pregnant women in order to speed them through the enrollment process, it can still take weeks for some women to actually start receiving coverage.

Black women may be disproportionately impacted by these challenges in receiving and utilizing Medicaid coverage; examining 2011

---
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Medicaid enrollment in Georgia by race, Black people are overrepresented, constituting 47% of all Medicaid recipients but only 30% of the general population.175

Community health centers (CHCs), also classified as federally qualified health centers,176 also play a key role. Funding for CHCs can come from both state and local grants as well as the federal government under section 330 of the Public Health Service Act.177 Georgia has a number of CHCs supported by these funding streams, including nearly 200 federally-funded service delivery sites, primarily in medically underserved areas of the state, all of which offer prenatal care and accept patients covered by Medicaid.178,179 While CHCs represent an important source of primary healthcare and culturally competent social services for many marginalized populations, including non-white racial and ethnic groups and people who are uninsured, homeless, and on Medicaid, their potential is often constrained by workforce and funding shortages.180 Moreover, by design, CHCs are focused on providing primary healthcare, not specialized care, which means they are often not an adequate replacement for specialty healthcare providers who are specifically trained to attend to complications among a diverse pool of pregnant women.181 Though CHCs are well-situated to deliver care early in pregnancy and provide referrals to higher levels of care when needed, they often encounter difficulties in securing these specialty referrals because of geographic isolation and increases in the number of providers who do not accept uninsured patients or those on Medicaid.182

As will be discussed further in the section on maternal health funding, the state of Georgia also provides funding for Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPCs) using taxpayer funds.183 One major coordinator of CPCs, Georgia Right to Life, describes these centers as places that can help women with “free pregnancy services” and “sort[ing] out their options.”184 With their promise of free services and, at times, misleading or false advertising, women may visit a CPC hoping for appropriate medical care and counseling.185 Unfortunately, although some women may receive some services of limited value, such as free verification of pregnancy (needed for a Medicaid application) or some nominal material support, CPCs are not medical facilities, and generally do not provide accredited medical care or information necessary for accessing comprehensive pregnancy care,186 including diagnostic testing adequate to address pregnancy-related complications. CPCs generally align themselves with pro-life and evangelical Christian movements, promoting the continuation of pregnancy and paths toward

176 To receive the federally qualified health center designation that entitles them to receive special payment rates under Medicare, Medicaid, and the Children’s Health Insurance Program, CHCs must target medically underserved communities and provide a range of sliding-scale primary healthcare services, amongst other requirements (““Community Health Centers.” Medicaid. The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2009, Web.)
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child birth grounded in anti-abortion ideologies. For women seeking credible prenatal advice and counseling, time spent at CPCs primarily serve as another unnecessary delay to meaningful care. In extreme cases, women may not realize that most CPCs do not have medical professionals on staff, and that they should be independently counseled on their medical risks.

Many of these issues related to finding an appropriate care provider are exacerbated for women in rural parts of the state. When thinking about rural demographics, it is interesting to note that Georgia is one of the states with the highest density of non-metro Black people, which helps explain why the racial composition of the population (65-70% white and 25-30% Black) does not vary considerably between metro and non-metro areas. Strikingly, although nearly half of the 130,000 projected deliveries in Georgia in 2015 were expected to occur in rural parts of the state, most of the specialized, as well as the wide range of alternative, care providers are concentrated in the metropolitan Atlanta area.

Women who live in rural areas, therefore, may find their options particularly constrained. While the state has attempted to strategically locate six designated regional perinatal centers with large, technologically advanced obstetrics departments capable of handling the most high-risk patients, these centers are not spread geographically equally throughout the state.

Some of the problems affecting rural areas have worsened and show no signs of improving. In 1946, Georgia used matching federal funds from the Hill-Burton Act to construct new hospitals, particularly in rural counties. In the East Georgia region, for example, by 1971, 21 of 24 counties had hospitals that provided inpatient obstetrical care. However, the past few decades have seen significant reductions in these facilities. In the last 21 years, at least 31 Labor and Delivery units in Georgia have been closed, 19 of which were in rural counties. By 2015, only 3 of 24 counties in the East Georgia region had hospitals with inpatient obstetrical services. Today, over 80% of women living in rural areas must travel outside of their county to deliver, a figure that is made all the more startling given studies suggest that longer travel distance is correlated with higher rates of infant mortality and preterm birth. The poor outcomes associated with travel time suggest the need for more strategically placed high-risk and specialized patient services.

Figure 3 is a population-density map produced by the Huffington Post that demarcates rural hospital closures between 2010 and 2017 as well as areas where hospital is accessible within a 30-minute drive.
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Georgia’s rural care deficit is mirrored elsewhere in the country. One study estimated that 179 rural counties nationally lost hospital-based obstetric services between 2004 and 2014, even though over 98% of women in the United States give birth in a hospital. The concerns faced by urban hospitals, such as low Medicaid reimbursement rates, are often amplified in rural hospitals due to demographics. While the metro areas of Georgia have higher absolute numbers of Medicaid enrollees, rural counties have higher proportions of their populations on Medicaid (20-30+% in some rural counties vs. 10-20% in most Metro-Atlanta counties). Compounding the reimbursement issue, obstetric units also have high fixed costs, especially when they are operated to the standards necessary to provide the signal functions of emergency obstetrical care (EmOC), which keep women alive and healthy in the event of an emergency intervention. Low birth rates in many counties suggest payments (whether Medicaid or private insurance) would not generate enough money to financially sustain the Obstetrics department and may put a financial drag on the rest of the hospital. Obstetric units close, either because clinic or hospital administrators recognize their deficits compared to national guidelines, or medical malpractice insurance companies will no longer insure doctors at affordable rates. Individual doctors may make similar calculations and, if they are OBGYNs, they may drop their obstetrics practice even while continuing to practice gynecology.

Unfortunately, other health care providers are not able to fully compensate for a lack of OBGYNs in rural areas. Outside of metropolitan Atlanta, 89% of counties lack a delivering family practitioner, and 70% of counties lack certified nurse-midwives (CNMs). Although CNMs, if deployed as independent service delivery professionals, could help alleviate overburdened practices in urban areas, under Georgia law CNMs are not fully autonomous and be supervised by physicians, leading most to deliver only in hospital settings. In rural areas without those resources, they cannot take their own patients. In addition, CNMs are highly concentrated in Atlanta. Augusta, Georgia’s second-largest city, has only two CNMs, neither of whom deliver babies.
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In Georgia and the southeastern United States, health departments and providers have experimented with mobile clinics and home visitation programs, especially for postpartum women and their babies. These programs may prove effective for addressing certain health care needs, but so far, their geographical reach is limited.210

All women, no matter where their health care provider is located, can struggle to take time off from work or find childcare so that they can reach medical appointments. These barriers are often more salient for lower-income women whose jobs are less flexible and rural women who must travel greater distances.211 If providers drop patients because of policy changes on accepting patients with Medicaid, or their offices close altogether, these women often must travel even further and spend more time and money on appropriate health care.212 Women with high-risk pregnancies, who may require weekly or bi-weekly ultrasounds or blood tests, may end up making the same difficult trip many time over the course of a pregnancy.213

**Third Delay: Barriers in Receiving Adequate and Appropriate Care**

Even if a woman can identify and access a care provider, she may not receive adequate or appropriate care. Our research and discussions with key informants suggest powerful structural inequities may affect women, particularly Black women and low-income women, once they reach a care provider.

Black patients often report feeling undervalued, disrespected, and discriminated against in the healthcare setting.214,215 There is a growing body of scholarship linking interpersonal racism, both implicit and explicit, to health factors such as psychosocial trauma, substandard medical treatment from health professionals, and stereotype threats (e.g. stigma of inferiority).216 Understanding interpersonal racism and its potential role in Georgia’s racialized mortality disparity, however, demands a larger examination of the historical and contemporary systems of structural racism in which interpersonal racism is rooted. According to a 2017 article published in *The Lancet*, structural racism is “the totality of ways in which societies foster racial discrimination, through mutually reinforcing inequitable systems […] that in turn reinforce discriminatory beliefs, values, and distribution of resources, which together affect the risk of adverse health outcomes.”217 Structural racism operates in many interrelated domains, from housing and employment to incarceration.

When Black people in the United States experience discrimination from healthcare providers, the negative interaction is compounded by other (often, chronic) racist experiences they may have been subjected to throughout the course of their lives. Research has demonstrated that these kinds of racialized interactions – both interpersonal and at the hands of faceless bureaucracies – can be internalized and exacerbated by legacies of historical injustices.218 Moreover, for Black women, racism operates in synergy with misogyny and classism. As such, it is important to flag that many racialized injustices have been enacted in the name of medical practice, and in the context of this report, have been designed...
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to control the reproductive health and lives of Black women. During slavery, Black women’s fertility was controlled by slave masters, and this practice of reproductive oppression has continued with population-control strategies, such as coercive sterilization, welfare reform, and targeted family planning, that target and harm Black people and people of color. For instance, in the 1970s, federal officials were known to force illiterate Black women on welfare (and their daughters) into “consenting” to sterilization.

In the U.S., legal segregation reached into health care: many medical accommodations were segregated, and even if not formally ‘whites only’, were often out of reach for Black Americans, such that in 1946, 87% of white babies and only 46% of Black babies were born in hospitals. Structural racism compounding historical violations of trust between providers and patients carries present-day material consequences for quality of care and healthcare service delivery. There is a substantial body of research that Black people and people of color receive lower quality and/or intensity of care (including obstetrical) than white patients, even when both groups have the same insurance. Among pregnant women covered by Medicaid, racial and ethnic disparities have been found in the use of every prenatal health service. Notably, these disparities are largest and most consistent for Black women, who, compared to non-Hispanic white woman, are less likely to receive services that the woman initiates, discretionary services, and services that might require specialized follow up care. They are also more likely to receive screening for diseases related to high-risk behaviors. Moreover, research has shown that so-called “Black-serving” hospitals have worse delivery-related performance indicators than hospitals with fewer Black patients. In line with this, a recent ProPublica analysis found that women who hemorrhage while giving birth in medical facilities serving disproportionately more Black than white patients were much more likely to experience severe maternal and birth complications. These research suggest an overall lower performance and quality of care at hospitals that predominantly serve Black patients.

Other examples of studies on racial disparities in healthcare show that insured Black patients are less likely to receive high-tech (and more costly) interventions like cardiac catheterization, bypass graft surgery, and kidney transplantation. Even for routine, low-stakes care, Black patients are less likely to receive aspirin when they leave the hospital after a heart attack. More information on racial disparities in health care provision needs to be gathered with a gender- as well as pregnancy-specific analytic frame.

Communication between patients and providers is another underappreciated factor that may influence maternal outcomes. Compromised quality of care within healthcare


settings may be linked to failures by providers to listen and respond appropriately to concerns raised by women, particularly Black women, regarding their bodies, pain levels, and health status.\textsuperscript{237,232} Recognizing that providers’ inadequate and often dismissive responses to mothers’ concerns can lead to serious maternal harm, the Tara Hansen Foundation and Robert Wood Johnson Medical School launched the \textit{Stop. Look. Listen!} campaign targeting healthcare providers.\textsuperscript{233} The campaign advocates for healthcare environments in which women feel safe and encouraged to ask questions, express their concerns, report problems, and in turn, are met with respect and responsiveness from providers.\textsuperscript{234}

Black women report that they want providers who show an interest in them as individuals, convey information in a clear way, are aware of their body language and are responsive to it,\textsuperscript{235} and give them decisional control over their care.\textsuperscript{236} Specifically in prenatal care, Black women expressed desires that their prenatal care providers listen attentively, ask thoughtful questions, and understand the context of their lives.\textsuperscript{237} Multiple studies have shown that when women trust their providers, they are more likely to follow their recommendations.\textsuperscript{238}

An analysis of quality of care within the medical establishment must consider how structural racism often interacts with classism and a patient’s real or perceived socioeconomic status. As noted above, over 50% of births in Georgia are financed by Medicaid.\textsuperscript{239} The share of the population on Medicaid tends to be highest in rural areas,\textsuperscript{240} and in certain urban areas such as Atlanta, greater income inequality can mean starker contrasts in the beliefs about patients with private insurance and those without.\textsuperscript{241}

Doctors in Georgia have reported belief that patients of lower socioeconomic status are less likely to follow pregnancy education guidelines and refrain from risky behavior.\textsuperscript{242} They also report, in studies regarding health provider perceptions, their belief that these patients are more likely to arrive to appointments late or miss them altogether, and that because low-income people move frequently and change phone numbers, they can be hard to contact.\textsuperscript{243}

From the patients’ perspective, women living in Georgia who are enrolled in Medicaid sometimes report “feeling less worthy” to use parts of the health care system.\textsuperscript{244} Doctors will sometimes make patients on Medicaid wait longer for appointments, or schedule them all on one day of the week.\textsuperscript{245} Women report that their doctors do not take enough time to discuss with them their preferences for delivery and what interventions they want, if any.\textsuperscript{246} Nationally, organizations like Amnesty Women in Prenatal Care. “Journal of Transcultural Nursing 22.1 (2010): 71-76. Web.
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International report that women may feel that they are treated with disdain by health workers who know, or just assume, that they are uninsured or on Medicaid.\textsuperscript{247} The stress induced by these exposures to oppression carry mental and physical health consequences. Persistent and chronic activation of physiological stress processes arising from negative stereotypes of one’s social identities can have a “weathering” effect, meaning increased vulnerability to health risks and accelerated deterioration of body systems.\textsuperscript{248} In fact, as reported in a 2017 ProPublica and NPR investigation into Black maternal death, research on chromosomal markers of aging indicate that Black women ages 49-55 appear on average 7.5 “biological” years older than white women.\textsuperscript{249,250} Self-reported experiences of racism over the life course and prenatal maternal stress have been linked to adverse birth outcomes such as declines in birth weight, increases in low birth weight, and higher rates of preterm delivery.\textsuperscript{251} Racism as a social stressor is thought to operate through several different stress pathways, and there is increasing evidence of associations between systems of oppression and the body’s stress management systems and biomarkers of disease, such as allostatic load.\textsuperscript{252,253} Moreover, in addition to being correlated with mental health outcomes such as depression and anxiety, chronic oppression can impact the adrenal system, thereby contributing to conditions such as obesity, hypertension, and diabetes that are connected to poor maternal outcomes.\textsuperscript{254}

A study of pregnancy-related deaths in Georgia (2010-2012) demonstrated that cause of death varied by geographic area.\textsuperscript{255} Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDP) and hemorrhage were more common causes of death in rural areas as compared to non-rural and metropolitan Atlanta. Specifically, HDP accounted for 29.4% of pregnancy-related deaths in rural areas, but only 3% and 12.7% in non-rural areas and metropolitan Atlanta, respectively.\textsuperscript{256} Moreover, cardiac causes accounted for 42.4% and 23.6% of pregnancy-related deaths in non-rural areas and metropolitan Atlanta, respectively, compared to only 17.6% in rural areas.\textsuperscript{257} This stratification of cause of death by location suggests that while the pregnancy-related maternal mortality ratio may be similarly high across all geographic regions, the factors leading to mortality may differ geographically.

A 2015 study of pregnancy-related maternal mortality in California found that hemorrhage and HDP were the two causes of death most linked to healthcare provider and facility-related factors, including delayed provider response to clinical warning signs and inadequate services, equipment, and knowledge.\textsuperscript{258} Death caused by cardiovascular
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disease, however, was more strongly related to patient factors, such as delays in seeking care and underlying medical conditions. More research is needed to understand the heterogeneity of pathways contributing to maternal mortality in Georgia and how they may operate differently according to factors such as location of residence, race, and class.

Potential Advocacy Strategies in Georgia for Reproductive Justice

Some of the Georgia legislature’s most notable advancements to access and quality of health care in recent years have been in the realm of increased access in rural areas. Some of this attention is attributed to the impact of research-based advocacy carried out by the Georgia Maternal and Infant Health Research Group (GMIHRG). Action is also enabled by the appeal rural health care has to both sides of the political aisle. Since its recent founding, GMIHRG has focused on generating timely empirical research on factors affecting maternal and child health, presenting its research to both chambers of the Georgia Legislature several times. These efforts have been credited with legislative expansion of eligibility requirements for scholarships and a loan repayment program targeted at doctors willing to serve rural patients. In partnership with others, GMIHRG also advocated for an increase in Medicaid reimbursement rates for several maternity-care related billing codes for the first time in fourteen years.

There are other programs under the legislature’s purview relating to maternal health, with particular relevance for rural areas. For example, legislative decisions govern (and could increase) the number of OBGYNs accepted through the J-1 Visa Waiver Program. Legislators could also review and increase FLEX funding given to support hospitals in rural areas. These may be some of the relatively easier issues to advocate for, especially in coalition with the many potentially interested partners including GMIHRG and the Georgia Office of Rural Health.

These changes, while they may help Georgia’s maternal health outcomes, primarily address the second delay of accessing and getting to care. To reduce maternal mortality overall and diminish the racial disparity in outcomes, targeting the first phase of deciding to seek care and the third phase of quality of care will also be critical. Reforming medical institutions to combat the structural racism embedded in them, through strategies such as providing critical training and education to health professionals, may lower patient reluctance to seek care and improve quality of care over time. Additionally, advocacy for improved access to care should be crafted in ways that also addresses issues unique to urban areas; for example, by pushing for more patient navigators to help women choose between many poorly explained options, rather than working solely to increase the number of options across disparate settings. Patient navigator programs have been in place since around 2014, since the Affordable Care Act was passed, and early studies suggest they are particularly helpful in targeting health disparities.
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One change that rural- and urban-focused advocates can work together on is further increasing Medicaid reimbursement rates and changing the rules for when certain services can be charged together. Although GMIHRG successfully advocated for rates associated with certain billing codes to increase, with inflation, those gains will soon be lost. Even with those gains, Medicaid still paid less to doctors than most private insurance companies. Because many doctors in rural areas rely heavily or even almost exclusively on Medicaid-funded patients, increasing Medicaid reimbursement is a priority for rural-health advocates who want to keep rural offices open. However, increasing reimbursement rates may help decrease racial disparities in urban areas as well if doctors become less inclined to exclude patients covered by Medicaid who are not considered to be “cost-effective.” Finally, advocates can work together on changes to Medicaid policies that do not involve merely increasing reimbursement rates. A group in Connecticut, for example, recently advocated for the state to change its guidelines on which billing codes could be used during a traditional postpartum check-up.267 Before their advocacy, doctors could not get reimbursed for offering contraceptive coverage during a postpartum visit, even though early family planning counseling may help women prevent closely-timed pregnancies, a risk factor for poor maternal health.268

Finally, it is worth noting that Georgia’s legal requirements are stricter than other U.S. states for midwives, home births, and birthing centers, which means that direct-entry midwives cannot legally practice in the state, CNMs can practice but without full autonomy, home births must be done in cooperation with a physician, and birthing centers are tightly circumscribed by extensive regulations and requirements.269,270,271 Very few (1-2) operational birthing centers could be identified at the time of writing.272,273

Advocates for reproductive rights and justice have argued for the inclusion of alternative maternity and birth services for multiple reasons. For starters, expanding options allows women greater autonomy in deciding where, how, and with whom they would like to receive maternity care and give birth. Secondly, these options include community models and forms of care that may be more acceptable and can be organized to be medically appropriate to women most at risk of poor maternal outcomes, including Black women. CNM-led care, birthing centers, and doula support are examples of birthing practices that have become increasingly accepted in the medical community over the past several decades, and which several reproductive justice platforms consider vital to ensuring that those who have been marginalized in mainstream medical systems have options that are safe and respectful.274,275

Studies show that doula can improve quality of care and reduce health disparities by serving as patient advocates, providing culturally and structurally competent services, and bridging barriers between mothers and
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physician providers. Additionally, doulas can improve maternal outcomes via reducing the likelihood of surgical interventions and non-beneficial procedures, which can be medically unnecessary and very costly. Similar evidence exists for midwifery-led care, which is when states allow CNMs to practice autonomously, without a collaborative agreement or supervision from a physician who delineates their authority. As compared to obstetrician-led care, midwifery-led care has been found to lower odds of cesarean delivery and preterm birth, as well as increase communication and patient-centered care. Moreover, states with regulations permitting autonomous CNM practice have nearly doubled the supply of CNMs as compared to states, such as Georgia, with stricter policy requirements. Thus, liberalizing regulations may also help address access issues in Georgia by ameliorating provider shortages.

Each of these alternatives must be carefully structured to ensure good and safe practices, as well as the appropriate continuity with more conventional medical support, so that complications that arise can be quickly and effectively addressed by transport and collective responses as needed. The question of ‘decent’ and respectful treatment of women is not automatically fixed by these alternatives: in all cases, appropriate standards of training and evaluation, and methods of accountability to the women most affected must also be included. [See also Recommendations section]
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Insurance Access and Maternal Health Disparities

In the United States, insurance access must be addressed, alongside poverty and unequal resource distribution, in connection to the racial disparities that arise in maternal health outcomes. The United States currently stands the only high-income country within the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) without a publicly-financed universal health care system. Access to health care services and coverage itself in the United States is massively fragmented. Health care services are covered and provided by a diverse array of state and federally-regulated public and private entities, whose fragmented structure leaves considerable gaps in care. Gaps in care unsurprisingly are linked to other gendered and racialized patterns of resource distribution. Thus, insurance access and coverage are central to discussions on maternal health disparities and race.

Health Insurance Types

Among individuals in the United States who have health insurance, 55.7% are insured through an employer or a union, 16.3% are insured with coverage purchased directly from a private company, 16.3% are insured through the government-sponsored Medicare program, 19.6% are insured through the government-sponsored Medicaid program, and 4.7% receive military health care benefits. Because individuals in the insured groups have the ability to hold multiple types of coverage, there are overlaps. Nationwide, the uninsured rate is 9.1% and approximately 29 million people are uninsured.

Necessity of Health Insurance and Existing Disparities in Access

Health care coverage in the form of insurance plays a significant role in determining care within the United States due to the unusually high cost of medical care. On average, medical procedures and medications are considerably more expensive in the United States than in other countries (Figures 4 and 5).
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With medical technologies steadily advancing and medical costs continually rising, individuals in the United States rely heavily on insurance to be able to afford care. However, costs associated with the purchase of private insurance prevent many from being able to acquire it. The most recent data from the United States Census shows that women, various communities of color, young people of all colors, unmarried individuals, individuals with lower levels of educational attainment, individuals with lower household incomes and individuals living below the poverty line are less likely to be insured, as compared to their counterparts.
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Insurance Disparities in Georgia

The same insurance trends hold true in Georgia. Black people (16%) and Hispanic people (30%) have higher uninsured rates than non-Hispanic whites (12%). Working age adults (19%) have a higher uninsured rate than children (8%) and the elderly. Individuals living below the poverty line (28%) have a higher uninsured rate than individuals living at or above 400 percent of the poverty line (8%), with uninsured rates decreasing as poverty levels decrease. In a slight variation, the uninsured rate among women and men between the ages of 18 to 64 are approximately the same in the state.

Insurance Disparities and Poverty

The differences in health insurance coverage between groups of varying ages, races, genders, socioeconomic statuses, and marital statuses at the national and state levels predict the pervasive inequalities in health care access, which, in turn, significantly impact maternal health. With the before-mentioned astronomical costs of care in the United States, millions rely on health insurance to avoid becoming overburdened and impoverished through unexpected medical costs. Yet, for those already in poverty, health insurance premiums and out-of-pocket costs, like copays, which pale in comparison to the full price for medical procedures and pharmaceuticals, are not financially accessible, as families and individuals struggle to afford day-to-day necessities such as food, clothing, housing and utilities. Those in deep poverty tend to be less healthy than their counterparts, given that socioeconomic status often influences access to resources, and the cycle of poor health and poverty only continues if they later find themselves in need of care for deteriorating health. As time goes by, worsening health conditions can implode into life-threatening and expensive emergencies that prove to be further impoverishing. Conversely, with health insurance comes access to basic treatment and preventative services that can lead to better health and longevity.

The relationship between poverty and adverse pregnancy outcomes is not linear or direct: in fact, it is often confounded by race and gender, and mediated by a complex array of other factors. These risk factors often interact with one another and include but are not limited to: less access to and utilization of preventative and treatment health care, higher rates of underlying risk factors (e.g. obesity, diabetes, chronic hypertension) for pregnancy-related conditions such as preeclampsia, greater incidences of clinical depression as well as intimate partner violence, and poorer nutritional status during pregnancy.

Women of Reproductive Age in Poverty

For women of reproductive age, basic treatment and preventative care can serve as a boundary between safe motherhood and maternal mortality or serious morbidity.
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The CDC Foundation, the nonprofit arm of the CDC created by Congress, reported that 59\% of pregnancy-related deaths in the United States are preventable.\textsuperscript{313} Moreover, other research indicates that a higher percentage of pregnancy-related deaths are preventable for Black women than for white women.\textsuperscript{314} Those that cannot be prevented or predicted can, for the most part, be treated by appropriate emergency obstetrical care.

However, if not properly managed, pre-existing complications often become worse during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{315} Thus, women need appropriate care at all stages of maternity: they need prenatal care, which among other things would do the work of assessing complications and the risks of a variety of conditions; skilled care during birth, including care that manages complications known in advance or responds appropriately to complications that arise during birth; and care after birth, including managing complications associated or resulting from the pregnancy and child birth itself.\textsuperscript{316} Care at all stages should be accessible through adequate health insurance. Note that insurance and care are needed before, during and after pregnancy: gaps or absences during any of these periods contribute to maternal ill health.

**Georgia Health Outcomes**

Out of fifty states and the District of Columbia, Georgia has some of the worst indicators related to health insurance coverage, maternal health, and overall health outcomes. As noted, Georgia also is the 5\textsuperscript{th} poorest state in the United States,\textsuperscript{317,318} and is ranked 50\textsuperscript{th} for overall health insurance coverage, with the second highest uninsured rate (14\%).\textsuperscript{319,320} It also bears repeating that Georgia was ranked 48\textsuperscript{th} in 2016 with respect to maternal mortality\textsuperscript{321} (up from 50\textsuperscript{th} in 2011) and 41\textsuperscript{st} for overall health outcomes.\textsuperscript{322} It is notable that the only states with rankings lower than Georgia for overall health outcomes were in the Southeast and Southwest. Black women of reproductive age are some of the most poorly served in Georgia’s health care landscape with diminished access to care due to the increased likelihood of being uninsured. An intersectional analysis, considering the impact of being a ‘member’ of several disadvantaged groups allows us to see the ways that income, sex/gender, marital status, race and educational attainment work together such that poor, single, and less-educated Black women of reproductive age in Georgia are placed in dire health predicaments through the health systems poor response to their maternity.

**Insurance Coverage of Women of Reproductive Age in Georgia**

Poor\textsuperscript{323} women of reproductive age in Georgia have four main insurance options: coverage through employer plans; through non-group (private purchase) plans\textsuperscript{324}, military or Veterans Administration, or by the
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government-sponsored plans such as Medicare, Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). Within this latter group, the largest proportion are covered by Medicaid (32%). Note, however that a sizable proportion of this population remains uninsured (42%).

**Georgia’s Medicaid Program**

As the primary insurance option for approximately one-third of all poor non-elderly women in Georgia, Medicaid is an incredibly important program in the state. Medicaid is the joint federal and state program that assists individuals with limited income and resources with medical costs. In 1965, it was established through legislation signed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, which also included provisions for Medicare, the government-sponsored coverage program which mostly covers people ages 65 and older and those with certain disabilities. Although Medicaid was initially focused on only low-income individuals, it has grown to include pregnant women of moderately higher income levels, low-income families with children, people of all ages with disabilities and people who need long-term care. Medicaid programs are administered by state governments. Georgia’s Medicaid program uses federal and state tax money to pay for the medical bills of low-income families and populations that include pregnant women,

women with breast or cervical cancer, foster and adoptive children, non-elderly blind and other persons with disabilities. The entire Georgia Medicaid program is led by the Georgia Department of Community Health.

Coverage eligibility is pegged to an assessment that their income is insufficient to meet the cost of necessary medical expenses. Abortion is not covered by Medicaid unless in instances of life endangerment, rape or incest. Therefore, no post-abortion care is covered. In Georgia, pregnant women and their infants are covered at or below 220% of the federal poverty level. However, pregnant women are only eligible for two months of care after giving birth or miscarriage. This is concerning because Georgia’s Medicaid program generally only covers parents at or below 133% of the federal poverty level, meaning that many mothers stand to lose Medicaid coverage 60 days post-delivery, and those in the coverage gap (discussed later in this section) who are not eligible for premium tax credits may then be completely uninsured. This loss of coverage and resulting disruption of care at 60 days post-delivery is concerning in the context of maternal mortality in Georgia in particular. As noted earlier, CDC/ACOG guidance recommends monitoring for death for up to a year, as this extended post-birth period can be critical for accessing lifesaving care, as many pregnancy-related deaths happen after the 42nd
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day post-delivery.339,340 Yet, there is minimal continuity surrounding pregnancy and post-birth care under Georgia’s Medicaid Program.

Approximately 66% of all women in the United States enrolled in Medicaid are in their reproductive years, with Medicaid currently financing about 45% of all births.341 About 54% of all births are financed by Medicaid in Georgia.342 Georgia’s Medicaid Program plays a major role in the delivery of maternal health care to communities in poverty, and a well-administered program has the ability to monumentally improve overall health outcomes. But research and evaluation make it clear that Georgia’s Medicaid program has yet to be fully optimized.

**Affordable Care Act Insurance Expansions**

In 2010, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) (Public Law 111-148) was enacted by the 111th United States Congress and signed into law by President Barack Obama. The comprehensive health care reform law aimed to make health care more affordable and accessible, while improving overall health outcomes.343 It had numerous provisions for improving maternal health and alleviating poverty through the provision of insurance, including the expansion of the Medicaid program.344 Other provisions intended to improve maternal health outcomes included the increase of community health center funding and clinical oversight, the inclusion of a mandated pregnancy, maternity and newborn care essential health benefit345 in all new health plans, setting limits on cost-sharing provisions, establishing an individual mandate, creating health insurance subsidies for the purchase of individual health insurance plans, prohibitions on using pre-existing conditions to deny insurance eligibility, eliminating gender discrimination in coverage, and mandating that preventative health services be completely covered in most health insurance plans.346

When passed, the ACA had the potential to extend health insurance coverage to approximately 47 million non-elderly individuals in the United States, including 1.8 million non-elderly individuals in Georgia, improving health care outcomes for those populations and millions more at low, moderate, and high income levels.347 Since its passage, the law has impacted the nation’s overall health outcomes on a significant level, specifically increasing the health and health care access of women of reproductive age.348 The uninsured rate among nonelderly women
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has declined by 5.5%, preventative care has become more common with an estimated 48.5 million women benefiting from preventative services with no out-of-pocket costs and millions of women of reproductive age have gained access to insurance through Medicaid expansion or the individual mandate with cost assistance. The national uninsured rate has decline by 4.3%, putting it at its lowest level in U.S. history.

Although multiple efforts to repeal (or reform and/or replace) the ACA have been introduced since the legislation became law in 2010, none have been successful at time of writing. One of the recent failed repeal bills, the American Health Care Act of 2017 (HB 1628), included the elimination of the expansion of the Medicaid program, the restructuring of the Medicaid program, the allowance of a state mandated work requirement for Medicaid-based assistance, the elimination of the individual mandate, the replacement of ACA health insurance subsidies with limited refundable tax credits, the elimination of cost-sharing subsidies that can be used to lower deductibles and co-pays, the elimination of federal funding for Planned Parenthood, the elimination of funding for the CDC Prevention and Public Health Fund, and the allowance of less comprehensive insurance plans, among other harmful provisions.

The ACA has been the key factor in significant coverage gains and reductions in uninsured rates. Recent studies have also found improvements in self-reported health outcomes following Medicaid expansion, although more research and time is still needed to determine the full effects on health outcomes in the United States. Maternal mortality in the U.S. so far remains high, but the access to care that has been granted by the ACA has led to a surge in care options for women of reproductive age, particularly those in poverty and whose benefits will require further study.

The possible retraction of the community health center funding, essential maternal health benefit, cost-sharing limits, individual mandate, health insurance subsidies, pre-existing condition protections, gender discrimination coverage and preventative health service alliance would not only be negative impacts in themselves, but would likely have a specific detrimental impact on young Black women, particularly those with low socioeconomic status—in part through the collision of multiple new and persisting barriers to care for this population.

More attention to the snowballing potential of these different practices is needed. Moreover, should the ACA be repealed, community health center access will become even more critical for individuals without health insurance.

**Non-Medicaid Expansion**

Although there have been overall gains in coverage and access and strides in maternal health under the ACA, the results have not been distributed equally, and maternal mortality rates are still too high for a technologically advanced nation that spends more than any other on health care expenses (Figure 6).
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Continued poor outcomes for low-income women can, at least in part, be attributed to action and inaction at the state level, specifically in regard to Medicaid. With most of the other maternal health provisions in the ACA geared towards women with moderate means who had health insurance or who had the ability to purchase health insurance with some cost assistance, Medicaid expansion was intended to directly impact and provide support for low-income women. When Congress passed the ACA, Medicaid expansion was mandatory. All states were required to expand coverage to all individuals making less than 138% of the poverty level or lose federal Medicaid funding. However, the Medicaid expansion mandate became optional after a challenge in the U.S. Supreme Court. Along with 19 other states, Georgia has not expanded Medicaid (see Figure 7) and there is no substantial Medicaid expansion legislation in progress. Although Governor Nathan Deal recently began to reassess the prospect of Medicaid expansion, because of the ongoing national battle over health care reform, there are still no formal plans in place.


As a result of Georgia’s inaction, uninsured adults in the state who would have been newly-eligible for Medicaid have remained without a coverage option. Insurance coverage—and the structural components associated with access to quality care, not merely care—can be understood as comprising one of the social determinants of health. In the U.S., and in Georgia, this resource is inequitably distributed. Moreover, social gradients also matter in complex ways to health (meaning that health outcomes tend to improve with rising socioeconomic position). Georgia’s high rates of poverty, as well as its racially disparate distribution of poverty, figures here. Thus, a pairing of Georgia’s low health insurance ranking with poor health outcomes is predictable. In the current climate, neither the state legislature nor the Governor have ensured the minimum with regards to necessary provisions for the most marginalized individuals. If Medicaid were to be expanded, 682,000 additional low-income individuals in the state would be eligible for health insurance coverage and thus access care (Figure 8). The ten states ranked highest in overall health outcomes have expanded Medicaid programs, while Georgia and more than half of the states ranked below Georgia in health outcomes have not. The majority of those non-Medicaid expanding states are in the South (Figure 9).

Medicaid expansion has increased access to and utilization of health care across the United States especially within poor communities—the intended beneficiaries. Because poverty in Georgia is concentrated among Black communities and communities of color, the expansion of Medicaid in Georgia
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would be especially beneficial to these populations. Black residents have the highest poverty rate in Georgia with 31% living below the poverty line. Hispanic residents have a 27% poverty rate and White residents have the lowest poverty rate at 9%.  

Within those communities of color, Medicaid expansion would have a great impact on women of reproductive age who are considering pregnancy. Notably, this includes poor women, and women who are ‘not poor enough’ to qualify for Medicaid under the present eligibility criteria. Currently, Georgia residents who live between 44% and 100% of the federal poverty level find themselves in the Medicaid coverage gap (Figures 10 and 11), as they make too much to qualify for Medicaid and too little to qualify for subsidies to purchase individual insurance plans on the health insurance exchanges created by the ACA. They are thus often left without viable coverage options. While Georgia’s Medicaid program covers pregnancy care for women living on incomes up to 220% of the poverty line, those non-pregnant women in the ‘gap’ category, who may become pregnant, are left behind. Moreover, mothers who qualified for Medicaid during pregnancy, but lose that coverage 60 days post-delivery, may find themselves completely uninsured if they fall in the coverage gap and are not eligible for premium tax credits. In fact, uninsured parents with children in the home account for nearly 30% of the population that would be eligible for coverage if Georgia expanded Medicaid, suggesting that the coverage gap is sizeable.

The lapses in insurance coverage is significant when considering the rise in chronic conditions and the importance of care for women across the life course, including before and after pregnancy. Non-pregnant women in the coverage gap may miss opportunities for timely intervention, early diagnosis, and proper management of chronic and other health conditions that shape women’s health and can influence maternal outcomes.

As the preceding section on quality of care and maternal health stressed, early and regular prenatal care improves the chance of a healthy pregnancy, which, in turn, improves the likelihood of a healthy birth for woman and child. However, care before pregnancy has many benefits. Preconception visits allow women to prepare for pregnancy by minimizing risky behaviors and maximizing positive behaviors in order to reduce overall risk of maternal mortality and morbidity. Coverage through Medicaid expansion would allow women, including those in the Medicaid coverage gap, to take advantage of preconception care options, thereby averting many of the detrimental outcomes associated with the Three Delays Model.
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Funding for Maternal Health from Public and Private Sectors

Overview of Maternal Health Funding

Georgia has relied heavily on the federal government to fund its public health programs, particularly for low-income citizens. Federal funds in total make up $13.7 billion (31%) of the $43.7 billion 2017 Georgia State Budget, and federal funding specifically for health services accounts for 20% of the state’s total spending. The federal government gave nearly $4.5 billion in 2017 to the three state agencies that deliver the majority of public health services in Georgia. Although Georgia’s reliance on federal funding for its public health programs is not unique, the magnitude highlights the crucial role of federal funding in maternal health outcomes in Georgia, particularly among low-income women.

The United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has historically been the major federal funder of women’s health services in Georgia, but state dispersal of these funds has been variable. The Title V block grant, in particular, has been an important, but limited, stream of HHS funding for maternal health services. If a state is awarded Title V funds, the federal government provides funds for maternal and child health programs. The state has significant flexibility to spend this money in a way that they feel best suits their state, so long as it is directed to help women and children.

In Georgia, the Department of Public Health (GDPH) administers Title V funds. GDPH received $16.6 million in Title V funds in 2015. The majority of Title V funding is currently allocated to 10 state programs. Among these 10 programs, only two (perinatal health and family planning) are related to maternal health. Pregnant women only made up 5.8% of individuals served by Title V funds to Georgia in 2014.

The marginal role of maternal health in Title V-funded programs in Georgia may be related to state requirements for Title V funds, which specify that 30% must be spent on children with special health care needs and another 30% must be spent on primary/preventative health services of children. These requirements reflect the state of Georgia’s decision to assign heightened importance to children’s health relative to maternal health in this major federal funding program.

Notably, Title V provides the funding for Georgia’s Maternal Mortality Review Committee, a legislatively mandated committee that reviews cases to determine causes of maternal death and provide recommendations.
for mortality reduction (for more information about the Committee, see section on State-Level Data Collection and Accountability below). In their 2017 Title V grant application, GDPH listed the prevention of maternal mortality as one of their ten priority needs.

Title X, a federal grant program focused on family planning and related preventative services, is the other major HHS funding stream for maternal health in Georgia. In 2015 alone, 86,309 Georgians used Title X funds to pay for their family planning services. Of these family planning users, 78% were women and 46% were living under 101% of the Federal Poverty Level. 36% of Title X family planning users had an unknown or unreported income level.

It is important to note that local and regional entities may also apply directly to the Secretary of HHS for the federal family planning services funds, independent of state level Title X requests or funding. Notably, faith-based organizations are also eligible to apply for Title X family planning service grants. In 2014, HHS granted a three-year Title X grant of $7.8 million to a coalition led by a Georgian community health center consortium and not the traditional recipient, GDPH. The coalition included Planned Parenthood, the Grady Health System, and Family Health Centers of Georgia, a private group of federally qualified health centers. In general, this funding decision was supported by many rights advocates who recognized the coalition’s ability to deliver family planning services.

The next Title X funding cycle began in 2017, and while GDPH has submitted an application to HHS, it is possible that grant will be given to the consortium that received funding in 2014, and whose leadership is on the record with strong positions on the importance of reducing not only maternal mortality but also the racial disparities in it, through community health centers and life cycle engagement of services and care.

The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) is another important federal funding source of maternal health initiatives in Georgia. The program, housed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), provides federal grants to, inter alia, promote maternal health among low-income pregnant and postpartum women in Georgia through health care referrals, supplemental foods, and nutrition education. In 2015, the USDA gave $263.5 million to Georgia WIC and 18,865 pregnant women participated in Georgia’s WIC program.

Georgia’s health budget also relies heavily on federal funding for Medicaid. Medicaid made up nearly half ($6.6 billion or 49%) of all federal funding to Georgia in 2015.
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This amount is above the median among states that chose to not expand Medicaid. As discussed in the sections above, prenatal and postnatal care are important factors in maternal health, especially for women who are poor and therefore at higher risk for adverse pregnancy outcomes. Thus, Medicaid is an important funding source for helping some of the most vulnerable women in Georgia access services vital for better maternal health outcomes.

In the Medicaid partnership, Georgia is required to use its own dollars to match federal funding for Medicaid and many other human services in its state budget. Consequently, cuts in state funds for a particular service area, like reproductive health care, can lead to a corresponding cut in federal funding. Georgia’s great reliance on federal funds for Medicaid means that any federal funding reductions will have a greatly negative impact on Georgia—perhaps more than other states who are less reliant on federal funding.

Georgia’s history of fluctuating approaches to state funding for reproductive health care suggests that reproductive health is widely politicized, with legislative and religious ideologies taking precedence over patient-specific care. One example is Senate Bill 308, which became effective July 1, 2016. SB 308 established the Positive Alternatives for Pregnancy and Parenting Grant Program, which created a state fund administered by GDPH that financially supports crisis pregnancy centers (CPCs) throughout Georgia. CPCs, as described earlier, are pro-life and anti-abortion institutions that are generally a part of evangelical Christian networks. They purport to provide free services and alternatives to abortion, such as motherhood or adoption, for pregnant women. These centers rarely have staffing with medical training or licensure, so women may be misled into believing that they have received meaningful diagnostic information or health services. Moreover, CPCs often provide misinformation around abortion risks and contraceptives, which may have serious public health consequences such as delaying access to proper reproductive health services and possibly increasing the number of unintended births.

The Positive Alternatives grant program can receive up to $2 million in state funding, as well as unlimited private donations. By state mandate, GDPH is required to ensure that none of these grant funds are given to organizations that provide either abortion care, referrals to abortion providers, or abortion counseling unless there is life endangerment.

Moreover, the Family and Youth Services Bureau of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services awarded over 2.5 million to Georgia in 2017 through the Title V State Abstinence Education Program Grant.
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This grant is specifically intended to promote "abstinence from sexual activity, with a focus on those groups that are most likely to bear children out-of-wedlock, such as youth in foster care, runaway and homeless youth, and minority youth populations." A 2015 CDC report found that over two-thirds of schools in Georgia did not teach all recommended sexual health topics, with particularly low rankings for education on condom use. Research shows that comprehensive sex education lowers the risk of pregnancy among adolescents as compared to abstinence-only or no sexual education, and that an increasing focus on abstinence education is positively correlated with teenage pregnancies and births. At present, Georgia has a teenage pregnancy rate of 47 pregnancies per 1,000 girls, higher than the national rate of 13 per 1,000, and 75% of those pregnancies in the state were unintended. Adolescent pregnancy, in turn, has been identified by the WHO as a major contributor to maternal mortality, as younger pregnant women face higher risks of complications and death.

Private foundations and funders play a smaller, but nonetheless important role in funding efforts to reduce maternal health disparities in Georgia. For example, the pharmaceutical company, Merck, provides financial support to the Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs' Every Mother Initiative through its Merck for Mothers branch. Georgia is one of 12 states that participated in the Every Mother Initiative from May 2013 to April 2016, which helped the state strengthen its maternal mortality surveillance and review processes. Merek for Mothers is also currently supporting the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal Nurses on a dual-fold mission of training nurses to educate new mothers about warning signs after birth, as well as supporting hospitals in reducing clinician errors associated with obstetric hemorrhage.

Legislative Committees & Players

The Health and Human Services Committees in the Georgia House of Representatives and State Senate are key legislative committees for state funding for maternal health care. These House and Senate committees are responsible for legislation which affects health and safety regulations for Georgia citizens. Thus, these committees are instrumental in determining which programs are eligible for state funding and influential in deciding how state health expenditures are allocated.

Recent leadership of the House Health and Human Services Committee has been open about their support of CPGs and the use of state funds to back the centers.
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The same Senator who sponsored the CPC bill also played a primary role in creating the Senate Women’s Adequate Health Care Study Committee in 2015. The resolution for this committee spoke extensively about the maternal mortality rate in Georgia and a state crisis in adequate health care for women. Thus, the Senate offers a paradoxical site for policy reform: possibly supportive of funding for efforts to decrease maternal mortality in Georgia, but also proponents of state funding for CPCs.

One point of intersection of Georgia and national health politics comes to the fore in Tom Price, former U.S. Representative for Georgia’s 6th congressional district and former United States Secretary of HHS. Though he has resigned since his appointment amid controversy over his travel expenses, Price has opined that neither government, employers, or insurers should be required to provide coverage for preventative women’s health services like contraception. In 2012, Price was quoted in an interview stating, “Bring me one woman who has been left behind. Bring me one. There’s not one.” Price also introduced a 2015 budget reconciliation bill, which would have prevented Planned Parenthood from receiving federal funding, as well as repealed the Affordable Care Act. These postures reflect the anti-reproductive health funding posture of many at the national level in HHS, as well as many in Georgia, which suggests that advocates for adequate funding at the state level will need to keep HHS in their sights.

State Comparisons

In 2011, the Texas legislature removed two-thirds of the budget for its state family planning program and created a tiered funding system which prioritizes state health departments for the remaining one-third of funds. By 2013, Texas’ family planning program served less than a quarter of the women that it did in 2011.

Texas’ move to defund reproductive health care and deprioritize community health centers may prove to be a cautionary tale for other states. A 2016 study of maternal death rates by state singled out Texas for its unparalleled and alarming upward trend: after remaining fairly constant between 2000 and 2010, the maternal mortality rate doubled in Texas between 2010 and 2014, reaching 35.8 deaths per 100,000 births by 2014. The Texas Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Task Force and the Department of State Health Services published a joint report that also found that, similar to Georgia, there is a disproportionately high risk of maternal death among Black women. As a result, Democratic representative Shawn Thierry has filed a bill directing the Texas Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Task Force to focus specifically on maternal mortality among Black women and the causes behind the disparities in the state.
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Other states, such as Oklahoma and North Carolina, identified the reduction of their state’s maternal mortality as a priority in their Title V applications to HHS for the 2017 fiscal year.443 Merck for Mothers has also provided private funding to strengthen maternal mortality surveillance systems and “data-to-action” projects in several states over the past few years.445

Neighboring South Carolina recently launched the Nurse-Family Partnership, a pay-for-success model, as a new approach to improving maternal health in their state. The state initiative uses $30 million in private and public funds to improve health outcomes for low-income mothers and children.446 Public funds ($13 million) are contributed by HHS in the form of Medicaid funding.

In this model, private funders cover the upfront cost of a program that is designed to improve the health outcomes of low-income women and children.447 If a third-party evaluation finds that the program yields positive results, the government will take over part or all of the cost for the program.448 Although still early in its implementation, this new pay-for-success approach to funding maternal health programs may prove to be worth consideration in Georgia.

The Impact of Funding on Maternal Health

While funding indisputably matters to maternal health outcomes, it is challenging to conduct research that could isolate a direct association between increases in funding for maternal health-related services to reductions in maternal mortality. This is not surprising, as money itself is not a determinant of health, but rather its impact on health is informed by the ways in which it is distributed amongst communities and interventions.449 Maternal mortality is a multidimensional health outcome that is associated with a number of complex social, economic, and biological factors.450 451 Moreover, mortality, as a measure, is itself only one indicator, lying at the end of the spectrum of health outcomes. Mortality data does not include “near misses” of death nor the wide range of less severe pregnancy-related outcomes leading to ill health that are disproportionately experienced by women of color in the United States.452 453

Health economists are still attempting to explain the unique and paradoxical relationship between health expenditures and a range of health outcomes in the United States as a whole, as high spending on healthcare in the U.S. has not been positively correlated with better health outcomes.454 The complexity of the health delivery system contributes to the difficulty in definitely characterizing the association between spending overall and
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outcomes in the United States, but this complexity should not be allowed to obscure the clear evidence of racialized disparities in health outcomes across Georgia. Some specialized services are medically needed and must be funded. Moreover, political choices at the state level determine spending decisions on specific practices or operations, such as CPCs and tasks forces (our next topic), that can reveal ideological, rather than evidence based motivations.

Maternal Mortality Review Committees: State-Level Data Collection and Accountability

In light of significant gaps in access to care, insurance, and funding to address maternal mortality, Georgia has both the opportunity and legal responsibility to act. Tied to this accountability for health outcomes is a parallel responsibility to ensure that state-level health policy is guided by clear and accountable data. States can and should be held accountable for the integrity of data collection procedures, as well as for ensuring that decision makers respond to the failures that are identified through the data. Ultimately, meaningful governmental accountability for health must include “collaborative solutions,” between state actors, institutions and affected populations. In the case of maternal health in Georgia, this meaningful accountability requires specific state action, which demands attention to the unequal power dynamics present in this context. Data accessibility on health and informational transparency are key components of this form of accountability. In this section, we employ the principles of effective task forces on maternal data, as well as a discussion of core rights and accountability, to inform our analysis and subsequent recommendations.

At a national level, two separate systems compile maternal mortality data. However, these national-level statistics do not by themselves offer much in the way of understanding issues surrounding maternal mortality, in part “because of the lack of diagnostic nuance allowed by the coding rules of the ICD.” An ICD (International Classification of Diagnosis) Code does not communicate the interconnected stressors and system failures, often community-specific, that contributed to a particular maternal death.

Because state-level efforts are theoretically able to access considerably more information about each case of maternal death, including individual medical records, state-level maternal mortality reviews are a critical complement to national level reviews. When well-designed and functional (as rights obligations demand, and best practices nationally and within the U.S. demonstrate), state-level reviews have the unique capacity to develop case-level context-specific narratives in addition to raw data. Furthermore, in the absence of nation-wide health policies, state-level review efforts are critical to helping develop policies that respond to state-specific needs. This section outlines a history of state-level maternal mortality review, provides an overview of best practices for maternal mortality commissions as well as a human rights framework for data collection and accountability, and evaluates Georgia’s Maternal Mortality Review Commission against these standards.
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458 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) National Center for Health Statistics collects a list of maternal deaths from death certificate ICD-10 codes (The latest edition of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, released by the World Health Organization). The CDC Division of Reproductive Health manages the Pregnancy Mortality Surveillance System, which collects data on maternal deaths from a checkbox on death certificates indicating pregnancy within the year preceding death and cross-references death certificates against fetal death and birth certificates.
History of State-Level Surveillance

States began collecting data on maternal mortality in the early 20th century. The American Medical Association Committee on Maternal and Child Health Care released a first set of guidelines for state-level review committees in the 1950’s. In 1968, forty-five states had maternal mortality review committees (MMRCs) of some form. Two developments led to a subsequent decline in statewide maternal mortality review. First, the decline in overall incidence of maternal mortality during the 20th century led many to think the problem was solved. Second, Dr. William Callaghan, Chief of the CDC’s Maternal and Infant Health Branch, hypothesizes that a conceptual change in care in the 1960s led to an increased emphasis on the fetus as a patient, leading to a corresponding (though not inevitable) decline in focus on the mother.

By 1975, 38 states had review committees; by the turn of the millennium, that number was closer to 20.

As national rates of maternal mortality began to increase again in the early 1990s, statewide review gained renewed interest and momentum. Today, 34 states have some form of a functioning maternal mortality review commission. While these various state-level MMRCs have the same primary functions (reviewing, analyzing, and proposing interventions to reduce cases of maternal death), they may vary with respect to several factors: whether they were established through legislative or administrative action; the frequency and location of meetings; the process by which the committee identifies maternal deaths; the extent to which outside partners beyond state agencies are involved; the level of confidentiality and legal protections; the transparency of the process; and the ability of the committee to make and implement recommendations. Given the ebb and flow in the existence of MMRCs over time, concerns of sustainability—and ad hoc-ery as antithetical to meaningful accountability—represent another key issue for states to address. For more discussion on state and federal maternal health funding, see the “Funding” section above. As with all funding decisions, political concerns (both politics as ideology and politics regarding protection of strong institutional players) matters greatly for MMRCs.

National MMRC standards emphasize values of confidentiality, immunity, and nondisclosure. Human rights standards, on the other hand, while recognizing privacy rights also prioritize community participation, transparency, and access to information when dealing with state institutions control of information. Applying national standards to Georgia’s MMRCs, while paying keen attention to human rights requirements, will help produce reports more accountable to affected communities (particularly Black women) and facilitate systemic change that will be more responsive to their needs.

National MMRC Standards

In recent years, the CDC has pushed for a standardization of state-level reviews both to ensure consistent quality across states and to create the possibility for regional and national analysis of state data. There are five key tasks, primarily procedural, for a MMRC: to identify the scope of the committee through defining and identifying maternal deaths; to develop the committee structure and membership; to define the process for review; to ensure legal protections are in place; and to
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create mechanisms for implementing and evaluating recommendations.467

Definition and Identification

The first step to creating an MMRC is deciding on what is being measured. As mentioned in the Introduction’s discussion on defining ‘maternal death’, the CDC advocates tracking all deaths within a year of pregnancy. While the identification process will gather both pregnancy-related and pregnancy-associated cases, most MMRCs perform the bulk of analysis on pregnancy-related deaths.468

Related to defining maternal deaths, identifying deaths relies on the accuracy of death certificates. Unfortunately, death certificates are often incomplete or inaccurate.469 Therefore, it is important for state-level reviews to corroborate death certificates with other available evidence, including fetal death and birth certificates and interviews with friends, families, and communities. State legislatures are able to imbue maternal mortality review committees with enormous legal power—state statutes can grant access to a wide range of records, from prescription histories to police reports to internal hospital and clinic reviews.

Structure and Composition of the Committee

Academics, researchers, and the CDC argue that maternal mortality review committees should be housed in a state agency or department. This helps institutionalize the committee and facilitates the transition from data collection and review to implementation of policy changes.470 (This presumes, however, that State Departments of Public Health are responsive to policymakers and communities.) Best practices for maternal mortality review committees involve including as broad of a range of stakeholders as possible in designing and implementing the review process. While membership varies from state to state, it is important to include experts from outside of the medical fields who can help provide context for the medical details of each case.471 Possible examples include representatives of community organizations, faith-based organizations, social workers, law enforcement, women’s health advocates, and domestic violence advocates.472

It should be noted that despite being housed in and funded by state agencies, most MMRCs rely on in-kind donations of labor and resources to function. The kind of information that is required for understanding maternal death is labor intensive. Appropriating funds to provide staff time for coordination of the in-person ‘detective work’ can enhance the review process.473 Developing relationships with local institutions, including medical and public health schools, can also increase the capacity of MMRC’s to do investigative and on-the-ground work.474

Framing the Review Process to Determine Preventability

Core to a MMRC’s purpose is evaluating the preventability of each maternal mortality through reviewing each case. The definition of preventability can change depending on the frame a particular committee has adopted. Committees can apply a public health frame, which involves focusing on questions of
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demographics and social and structural determinants of health, a medical frame, which looks at understanding the specific cause of death, or a quality improvement frame, which entails focusing on identifying breakdowns in the delivery of care. The CDC recommends using all three frames. It defines a death as preventable “if the committee determines that there was at least some chance of the death being averted by one or more reasonable changes to patient, community, provider, facility, and/or systems factors.”

In 1997, UNICEF, WHO, and UNFPA jointly released a set of UN guidelines around data collection pertaining to maternal mortality. The guidelines recommended moving beyond the medical facts of each individual cases to assess the health system as a whole, through asking questions about the distribution and quality of health facilities in a given region and exploring issues of access to those health facilities. In 2012, the WHO and partners launched the Maternal Death Surveillance and Response approach, which attempts to build on existing maternal death review guidelines by creating technical processes for a continuous cycle of identification, review, action, and monitoring of maternal deaths.

In 2013, the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) also published an updated guide for maternal death reviews, which emphasizes comparing maternal death narratives from communities and health facilities to provide both a broad and context-specific frame through which each case can be understood. Engaging in this multi-frame analysis requires compiling as broad a record as possible, through supplementing available records with other forms of information gathering, like family interviews. FIGO recommends identifying the “two or three people with the most direct knowledge of the case” as well as broader community data. Maternal mortality review in the United Kingdom, for example, relies on performing a “social autopsy,” a process of interviews with friends, family, and community members aimed at identifying the “social, behavioral, and health systems contributors to maternal and child deaths.” In the United States, the collection of more qualitative data can provide insights into how racial discrimination impacts both the delivery of care and Black women’s perceptions of the care they receive. The breaches of trust flagged in section 2 – both as a matter of racism’s legacies and as a matter of present day realities – will play a role here.

Confidentiality and Legal Protections

Given the sensitive nature of the data involved and the fact that any maternal mortality by definition concerns a death, it is important for the MMRC process to be reasonably protected, with due regard for the rights of all affected. Personal and identifying

information produced for the MMRC should be made confidential and protected from discovery or admissibility during a lawsuit. According to legal experts, good practices for MMRC’s include granting appropriate immunity from liability for committee members and consultants as well as for anyone who provided data or records used for the MMRC analysis. Ultimately, the goal of MMRC review is not to assign blame to a particular individual or institution; instead, it is to develop insights on what changes can be made to reduce the risk of maternal death in the future. As one study of maternal mortality in Peru highlighted, an overemphasis on individual fault can actually detract from identifying system failures, which are central to the project of identifying underlying factors that contribute to maternal mortalities. Legal protections thus help the committee maintain a broader focus than just identifying medical causes of death and personnel-specific instances of breakdowns in care. And because so much of the MMRC process relies on volunteers and in-kind donations, concerns around lawsuits or insufficient legal protections can act as a deterrent to participation.

Creating Recommendations

Collecting and analyzing data around maternal mortalities is only part of the job for an MMRC. Once a set of cases has been analyzed and systemic contributors to maternal death identified, an MMRC will make recommendations for both policymakers and health care providers. Ensuring accountability in this step is as important as accountability in the data collection itself. The CDC advocates for MMRCs to work directly with both policymakers and providers. Successful recommendations will name specific actors responsible for their implementation. Subsequent years of committee review will help evaluate the efficacy of those recommendations, and over time the committee can develop an understanding of effective interventions and necessary structural changes. It is important that attention to identified racial disparities helps guide proposed solutions as part of system-wide critiques; isolated collection of data on racial disparities alone will not alleviate systemic barriers around access to and quality of care.

For Georgia, it is not enough to meet the legal standards for MMRCs. To ensure accountability through the process and to facilitate systems change that will both include marginalized communities and be responsive to their needs, the above best practices should be implemented with a human rights framework in mind.

State Obligations and Human Rights Framework

Though not specific to maternal mortality, human rights standards around data collection offer another important lens through which to evaluate state-level MMRCs. MMRCs deal with sensitive information from cases involving the loss of life, and it is critical that the rights of both researchers and subjects remain protected throughout the process. An overview of relevant human rights research and writing
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highlights four principles that drive a truly accountable MMRC: community participation, transparency, access to information, and data protection. Imbuing data collection procedures with these values will help develop the accountability that can lead to collaborative solutions.

**Community Participation**

As with any research project concerning marginalized populations, it is crucial that those populations are involved in every step of the process to ensure that oppressive methods or systems are not re-enacted through the research process and to ensure the integrity and relevance of the data collected. Participation involves access to every step of the data collection process, from establishing data needs, to analysis, and ultimately to the dissemination of findings. Means of participation need to be “free, active and meaningful,” so as not to tokenize participants or preclude participation because of cost. In the case of maternal mortality, this could mean involving women who survived ‘near misses’ in the review process (while ensuring their involvement doesn’t lead to re-traumatization), engaging the families and communities of victims of maternal mortality, and, given the existing racial disparities, directly involving communities of color, particularly Black communities, in both gathering data and assessing responses. Furthermore, a human rights framework acknowledges that addressing maternal mortality will not just involve education, training, or prevention around specific causes of death; it will require concerted efforts “to eliminate cultural, religious, and social discrimination that devalues women’s health and well-being,” phenomena that can only be understood through hearing the stories of those affected.

**Transparency and Access to Information**

To meet human rights standards for participation, an MMRC must also embody the values of transparency and access to information. The process by which researchers and participants are selected should be made clear. Without transparency, it is difficult to meet standards of participation and accountability. Multiple international treaties and agreements recognize the right to access information is a prerequisite of many other human rights, particularly meaningful participation. Furthermore, authentic evaluation of recommendations and program implementation requires access to a wide array of information, including, for example, “budget numbers and health statistics.”

**Privacy and Confidentiality**

Finally, given the sensitivity of the data being collected, analyzed and disseminated, human rights frameworks emphasize the need for privacy and confidentiality for both researchers and participants, or in this case, victims of maternal death and their families. Access to information should be balanced against the right to privacy, and data should not
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be released in a way that makes possible the identification of individuals.  

Moving Beyond Tensions between MMRC Guidelines and Human Rights Standards

There might be tensions between MMRC guidelines and human rights standards, leading to inefficiency or inactivity. Specifically, MMRC best practices stress nondisclosure and confidentiality, while human rights standards emphasize transparency, access to information, and participation. But emphasizing the incongruities between these two frameworks distracts from the ways that human rights can bring accountability to every step of the MMRC process. There is growing pressure for MMRCs to expand their scope to increase participation and community involvement. Human rights frameworks recognize the need for privacy and protection of those involved. Furthermore, transparency of decision-making processes and analysis of recommendations need not involve disclosure of sensitive information. Thus, human rights frameworks help MMRC best practices answer the critical question of accountability—that is, how can data collection systems not just respond to the needs of communities but be driven by them while also connecting that data collection to timely intervention into identified failures?

Both MMRC best practices and human rights standards also agree on the ultimate goal of maternal mortality review, which is not to assign blame for individual deaths, but rather to engage in a system-wide analysis of health care to engage with structural and societal problems. In the unlikely case of true impasse, it will be up to those involved in the process to ensure meaningful review is made possible in the way that best upholds the human rights of all involved.

Georgia Maternal Death Surveillance

Information could not be found as to when Georgia first established a maternal mortality review process, but evidence suggests that data collection and review at a state level existed prior to the year 2000, stopped in 2000, and remained dormant for 12 years. In 2013, the State Legislature passed a bill, SB 273, creating a new Maternal Mortality Review Committee, to be housed in the Georgia Department of Public Health that would review cases of maternal death in Georgia annually and create recommendations to the legislature and health providers. SB 273 mandated several aspects of the soon-to-be-created MMRC, but left much to the discretion of the Department of Public Health. Specifically, the bill instructs the MMRC to “identify maternal death cases,” “review medical records and other relevant data,” “contact family members and other affected or involved persons,” “consult with relevant experts,” “make determinations regarding the preventability of maternal deaths,” “develop recommendations,” and “disseminate findings.” Nearly all aspects of the MMRC’s functioning is left to the discretion of the department.

In addition to the MMRC reviewing cases of maternal death in Georgia, the Department of Public Health’s Office of Health Indicators for Planning manages Georgia’s Online Analytical Statistical Information System (OASIS), which also compiles and displays statistical information on maternal death in Georgia that can be broken down across age, race, geography, and other demographic indicators. However, OASIS records only
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those maternal deaths that occur during or within 42 days after a pregnancy as identified by ICD-10 codes, and thus will likely neither reflect all maternal deaths that occur in the state nor match perfectly the data released by the MMRC.

In June 2015, the MMRC released its first and only report to date, an analysis that will be discussed in coming sections of pregnancy-related deaths in Georgia from 2012. The report identified and analyzed 25 pregnancy-related deaths and 60 pregnancy-associated deaths. No explanation was provided regarding the significant time delay in reporting, nor is information available on if and when the next case review will be released.

Evaluating Georgia’s Efforts and Recommendations

Measuring Georgia’s MMRC against national best practices and human rights standards reveals that while the MMRC meets national minimums for competency, it nonetheless does not accomplish basic tasks critical to meaningful investigation and intervention into maternal deaths. The committee could be positioned for success, but to date, weaknesses in framing, capacity, transparency, and community involvement have limited the MMRC’s development of appropriate and effective public health solutions.

The committee uses a multipronged identification approach to tally potential cases of maternal death. First, it compiles cases from death certificates that have the box indicating pregnancy up to one-year prior than death checked; second, the Department of Public Health matches death certificates against fetal death and birth certificates from the previous year; finally, the committee receives a list of cases from mandated reporters in the state, which include hospitals, healthcare providers, and law enforcement. By having multiple simultaneous avenues for case identification, Georgia’s MMRC is meeting national MMRC standards for identification. However, much data are missing from the cases, indicating that while the committee can identify some cases, it lacks the forensic and research capacity, funding, and/or effective processes to collect meaningful and relevant information. For multiple factors of analysis, a significant percentage of cases lacked the relevant data. For example, while the committee report makes conclusions around weight as a factor, the mother’s pre-pregnancy weight was marked “unknown” in 70 percent of cases. In 40 percent of cases, the quality of prenatal care was unknown, and in 45 percent of cases it was unknown when the woman began receiving prenatal care. These gaps are only some examples of a consistent pattern of critical missing information.

On paper, Georgia’s MMRC may appear well-structured. It is housed, pursuant to the legislative mandate, in Georgia’s Department of Public Health, and has built strong relationships with both the Georgia OB Gyn Society and the CDC. This multi-institutional framework can provide both stability and longevity. When the DPH undergoes staff changes or structural transitions, the OB Gyn Society is able to carry the administrative load. Indeed, to date the DPH has contracted with the OB Gyn Society to handle the abstraction, case summaries, and coordinating for the committee. However, for accountability purposes it is important that ownership of the project is clear. While the committee’s enacting statute allows for the contracting out of key responsibilities, a well-functioning and successful MMRC is ultimately the responsibility of the state and DPH. This


includes not just hosting the MMRC but producing timely and substantive reports and managing relationships with other key stakeholders. One concern that arises out of this structure is DPH’s unresponsiveness to legislative and community outreach. Both Georgia state legislators and the authors of this report experienced difficulty in contacting the DPH, which operates behind the firewall of its Government Relations office.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to evaluate the membership of Georgia’s MMRC against national standards because of a lack of transparency. The committee consists of 45 members who volunteer to serve three-year terms and who are “geographically diverse” and who “represent various specialties, facilities, and systems that interact with and impact maternal and child health,” but neither DPH, the OB/Gyn Society nor the committee itself has published a list of members or the process through which members are recruited and selected. A PowerPoint presentation available online suggests committee members are divided roughly into clinicians, public health practitioners, and mental health providers—a combination of experts that neither meets standards of community participation or likely has the skillset to apply a non-medical lens to mortality cases. Furthermore, any committee members who began their three-year term in 2013 (when the committee was established) would have phased out of the committee unless they signed on for a second-term. No information is publicly available regarding this transition. Furthermore, given that the MMRC members are primarily volunteers, it is unclear whether the MMRC has the capacity to ensure the data collection process allows for meaningful review.

A lack of transparency is also evident in the committee’s communications (or lack thereof) with the public. Since the committee produced its first report in 2015, it has not released any other form of communication. The maternal mortality section on DPH’s website has not been updated since May of 2016. The coordinator of Georgia’s MMRC said in March of 2017 that the committee was busy undergoing case review. But even if the committee publishes a report analyzing 2013 deaths in 2017, the time lag between the deaths in a given year and the corresponding review will have widened, making it harder for the committee to catch up.

The overall lack of transparency stems directly from the legal protections in the enacting statute. SB 273 does meet standards of confidentiality and immunity outlined above, but it does so to an excessive degree that compromises human rights standards, signaling a failure to balance appropriate protections for investigations with practices upon which practical and publicly accessible policy reform can be based. Specifically, the statute makes not just the substance of the reviews confidential, but also “all proceedings and activities of the committee.” Furthermore, SB 273 exempts committee meetings from open meetings and open records requirements. To balance confidentiality and immunity desires with human rights standards of participation, transparency, and access to information, Georgia’s MMRC should find ways to maximize transparency around the process (particularly the selection and composition of the committee) and create avenues for feedback from relevant stakeholders while still preserving strict confidentiality of case information.
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Process and results go hand in hand. If Georgia’s MMRC was to produce substantive reports and recommend clear state interventions to address poor health outcomes, it might be likely that the committee was meeting best practices and human rights standards around committee membership and community participation, despite a lack of transparency. However, a review of the MMRC’s available work reveals gaps in data and analytic approach that make this unlikely.

The MMRC, in order to target the root causes of maternal mortality, must expand its framing and analysis of the issue beyond a biomedical approach to include equity, structural factors, and social determinants of health. The June 2015 Report reveals that the committee deploys only a medically focused lens to evaluate maternal mortalities. To analyze each case, the committee relies exclusively on a number of medical reports: specifically, prenatal visit history, hospital and clinic medical records, prescribed medication history, coroner/autopsy reports, emergency medical services transport records, and police reports. These reports together can only paint a clinical picture of each maternal death. Key findings of the report were limited to identifying the most common causes of death and highlighting the related factors of obesity and chronic medical conditions. The only mention of systemic or structural factors affecting cases of maternal death was a short note on general provisions of care, which mentioned possible gaps in rural health care systems. The committee then tied opportunities for prevention to the specific causes of death without exploring the impact of social determinants of health, including structural factors such as social supports, socio-economic status, and other determinants described above in our section on intersectional and the Three Delays analysis.

Finally, recommendations to address preventable deaths only involve the education of providers and changes to the delivery of care. The report shows a failure, however, to provide a broader context for each woman’s life and to help understand the maternal death through a social determinants of health framework.

Finally, while the report identified large racial disparities in incidents of maternal mortality, it failed to explore those racial disparities in its analysis. The committee found that Black women represented 68 percent of the 25 pregnancy-related deaths in 2012 (and 40 percent of the 60 pregnancy-associated deaths). However, inter-related systems of oppression, such as racism and inequitable distribution of resources and wealth, are not mentioned in the discussions about causes of death, key findings, or recommendations, either in an individual capacity or a societal level. This means that all the benefits of the embedded analysis flagged in the opening sections on assessing access and quality of care are missed in the MMRC analysis.

The committee did address some of these shortcomings in its recommendations section with proposals to increase the depth of review for each case. Specifically, the committee recommended implementing family and relative interviews into the review process and expanding the body of records gathered to include pharmacy information. While these amendments will provide some context, and may fill some information gaps, more changes are required to understand the breadth of factors that contribute to any case of maternal death. Moreover, without changes to the staffing structure and accountability processes of the MMRC, it is not clear who will be responsible for carrying out these processes. At this time, there is no clear mechanism by which
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recommendations from case reviews will be implemented or evaluated.

**Moving Forward**

Any advocacy efforts around a reframing of the committee should be mindful of the fact that the CDC is working closely with MMRCs to standardize state review practices through the development of the Maternal Mortality Review Information Application (MMRIA).\(^{521}\) This new system recommends that states include geocoding (linking maternal deaths to their geographic location) and other contextual level variables in the review process.\(^{522}\) And while the June MMRIA 2015 report acknowledges that racial disparities exist, it does not include specific recommendations to analyze or address the scope and impact of those disparities beyond incorporating spatial analysis such as geocoding. Furthermore, it does not advocate for understanding social, structural or historical context through community participation such as interviews. The extent to which Georgia’s MMRC has implemented these recommendations will need to be explored through conversations with committee leaders or DPH.

Moreover, in March 2017, the *Preventing Maternal Deaths Act of 2017* was introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives.\(^{523}\) This bipartisan legislation seeks to strengthen and expand state maternal mortality reviews by assessing and developing interventions around factors that may contribute to maternal deaths, including: quality of care, racial disparities, and systemic problems with healthcare delivery.

---
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The Potential Role of Religious Communities in Addressing Maternal Racial Disparities

Religion, particularly Christianity, has on-going and undeniable impact on culture, politics, and the economy in the U.S. A number of our informants stressed that religious institutions can be a productive and powerful force for change as well as a facilitator in the dissemination of resources and educational initiatives.524 This report views actions by religious leadership in supporting individuals to access medically appropriate care as part of community networks that bridge individual ability to act with advocacy for more effective and accessible care.

In the U.S., religious organizations can and have served as both positive and negative influences in public health discourse. Just as we find religious voices positing support for a comprehensive approach to women’s health choices, we also find religious voices with opposing positions and narrower constructions of what is ‘good health.’ Through interviews, existing survey data, and academic research, this section details the current role of religious leadership in Georgia and builds a case for its role as a critical partner in alleviating racial disparities in the maternal health crisis in Georgia.

Religion and State Level Politics

In Georgia, religion and politics are deeply entwined, as demonstrated in earlier sections by the continuation of state funding for Crisis Pregnancy Centers, which are pro-life and anti-abortion centers with ties to evangelical Christian networks.525,526 While the focus of this section is on mobilization of religious leaders to help respond to the racial disparity in maternal death, we flag some examples of invocations of religion as a regular component of state policy-making to highlight the background against which religious leadership might engage on behalf of women’s health and rights.

Recent notable cases demonstrating the on-going invocation of religion in state policies include litigation in *Selman v. Cobb County* (2006) on the teaching of evolution in schools,527 and SB 233 (2017) commonly known as the “Religious Freedom Bill.”528 When discussing an earlier version of the Religious Freedom Bill from 2016 (HB 757), both supporters and detractors of the bill cited personal religious beliefs as influencing their vote. While those who supported the bill saw it as necessary to protect conservative Christians who do not believe in same-sex marriage, Governor Nathan Deal cited his Baptist faith as a factor in his decision to veto the bill saying, “we do not have a belief, in my way of looking at religion, that says that we have to discriminate against anybody...I think what the New Testament teaches us...is that Jesus reached out to those who were considered outcasts.”529


Religious Landscape in Georgia

According to data collected by the Pew Research Center in the 2014 Religious Landscape Study, 79% of adults in Georgia identify as Christian. Nationally, Georgia ranked as the eighth most religious state. While Georgia is home to a number of religious communities including a growing Muslim and Hindu population, Christianity predominates. Protestant denominations such as the Southern Baptist Convention, Methodist and non-denominational churches continue to hold a majority. Today, the state’s Christian population is mainly divided between Evangelical Protestants (38%), Historically Black Protestants (17%), and Mainline Protestants (12%).

The prominence of varying Christian groups creates a diverse theological culture. From denominations that support a conservative reading of the Bible and espouse doctrinal purity (Southern Baptist Convention) to those that welcome more varied perspectives on Christian texts (United Methodist Church), it is clear that Georgia cannot claim one singular Christian identity. It is important to note that many of Georgia’s churches continue to be segregated along racial lines. While there are efforts to integrate historically Black and white Christian congregations, much of this work has failed outside of major cities.

Christianity in the Black Community

Christianity has had significant cultural and communal impact amongst Black communities in the United States. The Black Church, in particular, has been recognized for its potential to be responsive to the needs of its community members and promote and deliver relevant resources. The Black Church maintains a high level of influence in the community, and many have promoted social justice in talk and practice, although each social justice issue has its own trajectory within the Church. In this way, the Church has shown its concern for Black people’s “whole being” rather than the individual beliefs of its members.

The influence of the Black Church on social structures can be seen particularly in Georgia through the legacy of the work of religious leaders such as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who not only spoke from a Christian perspective but worked with the Black Church to enact change. These considerations make Black churches an important site to consider for interventions against health disparities.

Health Promotion in the Black Church

Current trends in public health practice have emphasized community-based public health promotion. This community-driven approach moves beyond top-down, individual behavior change strategies, to recognizing the important role of local actors as well as social and environmental structures in shaping community health. This approach has been encompass Historical Black Protestant groups as well as more contemporary Pentecostal and Evangelical groups with a majority Black population.
accompanied by a shift in public health thinking from solely a deficit-based model to incorporating an asset-based model, which aims to map and maximize existing strengths and health-promoting resources in communities, rather than focus on problems.\textsuperscript{541} In this vein, churches and faith-based organizations can be, when identified and led by community, harnessed as local strengths and equal partners.

Black congregations, specifically, have been a significant site of outreach for health promotion. Recognizing the health disparities that impact their community, many pastors have supported programs to improve health outcomes for Black people.\textsuperscript{542} Although numerous studies have explored the role of the Black Church in improving community health, many in the medical and public health communities have yet to implement such religious institution-based health initiatives on a wide scale.\textsuperscript{543} The success of these programs can be tied to the churches existing role in providing social services,\textsuperscript{544} communal trust of the institution,\textsuperscript{545} and the social support found within the congregation.\textsuperscript{546} In the U.S., churches have at times held a reputation as a form of “social welfare agency” providing different types of assistance to individuals in need, which relies on a system of trust that has built up over time.\textsuperscript{547} As previously referenced, trust is particularly important in Black communities given that the historically-justified distrust of medical professionals and healthcare systems contributes to health inequities.\textsuperscript{548} As such, partnerships with a trusted religious institution or leader can lead to improved implementation of health mechanisms, which in turn can help mitigate certain delays to care.\textsuperscript{549} Additionally, the presence of Black Churches in urban and rural areas allows for wide programmatic reach, even in areas that lack substantial social services. Combined, these elements have made churches an institutional resource as providers of education to bridge the gaps in the unequal distribution and disparities of information in the communities.

### Health Ministries

A number of churches throughout Georgia have adopted health ministries as part of their larger ministerial outreach. While they may have similar titles, health ministries can manifest in a variety of forms and are not always direct-service programs. For some congregations, a health ministry simply refers to a staff of nurses or other health care practitioners that provide medical services as needed throughout worship services or special events.\textsuperscript{550} In other churches, health care ministries can be more comprehensive and involve educational programing around health issues. They can also be outreach ministries designed to alleviate stress for those with
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health problems by providing transportation to doctor's visits, prepared meals, financial and spiritual support. In some churches, a health ministry could also focus on larger advocacy issues such as the availability of care to community members.

Notably, one example of a health ministry in Georgia that has taken hold on both a denominational and local level is that of HIV/AIDS ministries, albeit mostly in white dominated churches. While the needs, prevention measures, and services of HIV/AIDS are different than those of maternal mortality and morbidity, the ministries that have been formed in response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Georgia can shed light on the potentiality of programs to improve maternal health. More research is needed to understand how and such programs could be harnessed to include maternal health and provide outreach to pregnant women. Health ministries that deliberately target the needs of Black women are especially important given the compounding structures of oppression they face due the intersections of their social identities – including, race, gender, and class – which form structural forces that can undermine their health and lead to increased risk of morbidity and mortality.551

Many of the current health ministries work in conjunction with local nonprofits, community health clinics, and public health departments to make sure that people are receiving adequate medical treatment and care.552 Studies have shown that collaborative efforts between churches and public health programs can be more beneficial in addressing health inequalities in the Black community.553 Collaboratively, the church and health practitioners can develop holistic strategies to improve the health of individuals and communities whether through direct service, education, financial or emotional support.554

It is important to note that different ministries and Christian traditions may have differing views on what health practices to support. Even within the same national denomination, practices and beliefs may be localized. Particular attention must be paid to these regional variations when considering partners for health promotion. This may be particularly noticeable on issues of sexual and reproductive health. There are long historical roots to stigmas in some Black Christian communities surrounding sexual matters (both non-heterosexual sex and sex outside of marriage), as well as sexually transmitted infections. There is growing awareness of the ways in which ideas of race, gender and sexuality fuse, such that white supremacy, patriarchy and the demonization of any sexuality outside of heterosexuality operate together to construct ideas of Black hypermasculinity. This formation, in turn, carries both homophobic and conservative gender ideas that help contextualize stigma that may exist in some Black Christian communities around sexual matters.555,556

While Black Churches have successfully led other health initiatives on issues such as diabetes, and heart disease, the slowness to hold discussion of sexual practices (especially related to men who have sex with men), given legacies of these formations of

Black hypermasculinity, can be a barrier.\textsuperscript{557} Some efforts have been made to combat this stigma in Georgia, most notably using male leaders of the church. For example, the pastor of Ebenezer Baptist Church, Rev. Raphael Warnock, took an HIV test in front of the congregation in order to shed light on the disease and reduce negative perceptions of those infected.\textsuperscript{558}

Though maternal mortality and morbidity may not have the same stigma associated with it as HIV, issues surrounding reproductive justice and abortion services may provoke resistance when working with more conservative denominations.

Additionally, when discussing the potential of developing health ministries for pregnant women, organizations should consider the congregational response to pregnancy. Although studies have noted the importance of social support from churches on the emotional well-being of pregnant Black women, a teen pregnancy or a pregnancy outside of marriage may result in adverse and harmful social stigma. There is little research in this area but it would be pertinent for community health and nonprofit organizations understand denominational stances and localized beliefs on issues related to pregnancy before attempting to establish religious partnerships.

[See Recommendations section for potential strategies for engagement of religious institutions and leadership.]


Conclusions and Recommendations

This report attempts to identify areas in which state-level action or inaction in Georgia has influenced its high maternal mortality ratio and the racial disparities within it. The Georgia legislature, in particular, has the responsibility to ensure an adequate level of health care for all of its citizens, not differentially distributed according to race.

Addressing the crisis of maternal mortality in Georgia will require concerted effort, political action, and a reframing of the issue. As an alliance of organizations, researchers, and activists, the reproductive justice movement might consider pursuing a strategy that involves advocating with relevant actors (state, county, municipality as well as community actors and as appropriate the federal government) to achieve the following recommendations.

**Access to, Quality of, and Research and Monitoring of Care for Pregnant Women**

**State Entities:**

- Evaluate the quality (including the medical and scientific accuracy, ethics, and appropriateness) of counseling and services advertised and offered by Crisis Pregnancy Centers to ensure that all pregnant women are receiving evidence-based health information from qualified personnel

- Expand the role of patient navigators and the availability of referral services from local Department of Public Health offices; (perhaps considering the constructive role of Black churches if committed to comprehensive care) [can also happen at level of municipalities]

- Create, fund, and monitor structures at all levels with a mandate to ensure that current and future health practitioners in Georgia receive comprehensive training and education on the relationship between health and inequity. The goal is to build structural competency and cultural humility within care systems, as well as to equip providers with tools to combat structural and individual barriers to quality, accessible, and equitable care within their practices [State and private health professional schools such as nursing, medicine, public health, etc.; professional associations, etc.]

- Improve the scope, reach and content of locally accessible public health information on women’s health, including specific features of pregnancy: pre-natal care, termination of pregnancy, safe maternity and delivery, and postpartum continuity of care [public health agencies at the state, county, and municipality levels]

  - Work with local community structures to ensure its effective distribution [in partnership with community-based organizations, NGOs, community organizers]

- Assess the geographic distribution of facilities and ensure that all pregnant women have access to facilities that offer standard and acceptable maternity care and provide (or have transfer capabilities to other centers that provide) care for high-risk patients and during emergencies

- Review and revise legal and other administrative requirements to enable the expansion and availability of service providers and birthing options in the state, including: birthing centers, certified nurse-midwives, doulas, lactation consultants, and other models that provide acceptable maternity care to women when medically advisable given their circumstances
• Ensure participation of advocates from these service groups as well as affected populations
• Ensure that these beneficial services are covered by Medicaid and other insurers
• For certified nurse-midwives, review the current collaborative agreement requirement in light of evidence of positive labor and delivery outcomes with midwifery-led care. Consider liberalizing regulatory environment and granting independent practice to certified nurse-midwives with the goal of improving delivery outcomes and expanding provider options and access
• Build commitments from the state and local authorities to work with researchers. While maternal health researchers in Georgia have been active in pursuing targeted policy changes, the legislature is not actively seeking out research on its own: it both claims to require evidence-based research and does not have regular avenues to obtain it, before it will take action. The Georgia Department of Public Health could serve as a valuable facilitator between researchers and legislators

Insurance Coverage

Federal Government:

• Maintain the ACA at the federal level, with particular attention to the preservation of provisions that support women’s healthcare rights, including but not limited to: complete coverage of contraception and contraceptive counseling, preventative services, prenatal care visits, and post-birth care such as breastfeeding support

State Entities:

• Expand Medicaid to cover all individuals up to 138% of the federal poverty level
• Speed the processing of Medicaid applications so that pregnant women do not face delays in receiving coverage
• Evaluate and consider raising Medicaid reimbursement rates for maternity care to ensure rates are commensurate with other insurance providers and result in appropriate access for people on Medicaid
• Extend the time limits on Medicaid pregnancy benefits to include 1 year of postpartum care for all women postpartum in order to promote continuity of care during the entire time-frame relevant to pregnancy-related deaths as identified by the CDC/ACOG

Funding

Federal Government:

• Continue to provide, and review for adequacy, federal funding of maternal and reproductive health care in Georgia, particularly federally-funded community health centers, Title V, Title X, Medicaid, and WIC funds

State Entities:

• Review current sources and levels of community health center funding to preserve effective state-level support
• Consider restrictions on or elimination of state funding for Crisis Pregnancy Centers if they do not fulfill certain quality of care standards [see recommendation in section on “Access to, Quality of, and Research and Monitoring of Care for Pregnant Women”]
• Consult with the Center for Reproductive Health in the Southeast (RISE) to generate new research to better support advocacy around funding

**Maternal Mortality Review Committees**

**Federal Government:**

• Strengthen the minimum MMRC standards in the U.S. to be more comprehensive and accountable. This can be achieved through a comparative review of international guidelines and practices, such as (1) the Maternal Death Surveillance and Response guidelines developed by the WHO, or (2) those by the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics – both of which include as fundamentals a multi-frame, continuous cycle of analysis, in addition to the incorporation of medical, non-medical, and systems-level sources of information into maternal death reviews.

• Congress should closely examine and considering supporting the Preventing Maternal Deaths Act, a bipartisan piece of legislation that proposes the creation of a model for states to conduct maternal mortality reviews and develop appropriate interventions that specifically address quality of care, racial disparities, and systemic problems in healthcare delivery

**State Entities:**

• Increase transparency and public accessibility of information on the MMRC structure and practices, particularly around membership selection and composition, meeting proceedings, processes for analysis, and timelines for case reviews, while preserving appropriate but limited protections to investigations

• Review and potentially revise the enacting statute (SB 273) so that confidentiality and immunity requirements are balanced with practices upon which practical, transparent, and publicly accessible policy reform can be based

• Adopt a wider lens for MMRC review:
  - Georgia Department of Public Health should redefine its relevant time frame for calculating maternal mortality ratio to match CDC and ACOG guidance, which currently includes pregnancy-related deaths that occurred within 1 year of pregnancy
  - Incorporate equity into case narratives by analyzing drivers of racial disparity and the pathways between social determinants of health and maternal mortality as well as maternal health complications and morbidity

• Increase funding for the MMRC process to ensure the capacity needed to develop accountability for data collection (e.g. ensure completeness of data and case narratives) as well as the implementation and evaluation of recommendations

• Establish and enforce a mechanism for accountability that ensures that MMRCs are meaningfully involving and prioritizing appropriate community members (such as Black women, women who survived ‘near misses,’ etc.) in every stage of the process

• Establish and enforce a mechanism for accountability that ensures that recommendations and solutions identified by MMRCs during the review process are properly disseminated, adopted, and implemented by appropriate actors and
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agencies, and evaluated in a cyclical manner.\textsuperscript{563}

**Religious Outreach**

**State Entities:**

- Explore ways in which religious organizations and leadership, particularly within Black churches, can (in some contexts and when identified by community members) be constitutionally and transparently engaged as local and equal partners in promoting, disseminating, and advocating for quality health education and services
  - Research national denominational beliefs before meeting with faith leaders. This includes understanding the types of programs and health issues, specifically around sexual and reproductive health, that would be effective and accepted by certain denominations and faith communities
  - In addition to researching national denominational policies, hold conversations with community members and leading local clergy to understand localized beliefs and practices and regional variations across Georgia
  - Invest in meaningful relationship-building based on mutual respect and benefit to both partners

**Non-Governmental Public Health Organizations, including Reproductive Rights and Justice Groups:**

- Engage, as called on by community members, Black churches in political mobilization and advocacy efforts around racialized maternal disparities. Reproductive rights and justice groups can work to partner with local religious leaders to support community-led policy initiatives either through endorsements, lobbying efforts, letters to the editor, or other community-based advocacy strategies

  The maternal mortality and maternal morbidity that Black women experience drives the nation’s upward maternal mortality trends. In order for maternal mortality in the United States to be adequately addressed, steps must be taken to reduce the disproportionately higher maternal mortality rate of Black women first. Anything less would fail to produce a health care system that sustains the human right to health without discrimination.

Appendix A: List of Key Informants

**Centers for Disease Control and Prevention**

William Callaghan, MD, MPH, Director of the Maternal and Child Health branch of the CDC’s Division of Reproductive Health

David Goodman, PhD, Senior Scientist with the CDC’s Division of Reproductive Health

Julie Zaharatos, MPH, Partnership and Outreach Manager for the CDC Foundation

Victoria Phifer, MPH, Public Health Analyst for the CDC and Former Project Coordinator of the Black Women’s Health Imperative

**Center for Reproductive Health Research in the Southeast (RISE)**

Kelli Stidham Hall, PhD, MPhil, MS, Founding Director of RISE

**Emory School of Public Health**

Michael Kramer, PhD, Associate Professor of Epidemiology

Sherman James, PhD, former Research Professor of Epidemiology and African American Studies

Dabney Evans, PhD, Director of Center for Humanitarian Emergencies and Assistant Research Professor in the Hubert Department of Global Health

**Georgia Health News**

Andy Miller, MA, CEO and Editor of Georgia Health News

**Georgia Maternal and Infant Health Research Group (GMIHRG)**

Adrienne Zertuche, MD, MPH, founder of GMIHRG, ObGyn

Roger Rochat, MD, Research Professor in the Hubert Department of Global Health

Andrew Dott, MD, MPH, ObGyn

Meredith Pinto, MPH, Emergency Management ORISE Fellow at the CDC

Pat Cota, RN, MS, Executive Director of the Georgia ObGyn Society
Lauren Espinosa, MD, ObGyn

**Save 100 Babies**
Fleda Mask Jackson, PhD, MS, Researcher and Founder of *Save 100 Babies*

**Policymakers**

Representative Park Cannon  
Democrat, District 58

Senator Dean Burke  
Republican, District 11

Representative “Able” Mable Thomas  
Family Matters Working Group

Representative Stacey Abrams  
House Minority Leader Democrat, District 89